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For thirty years Baghdad College has been training, developing, and
educating the youth of Iraq to face life's problems and to solve them
with success.
For over twenty-five of those years there has been one in the midst
of us who has grown with the College in age and grace and wisdom.
Now, it is his appointed task to plan the future of Baghdad College,
and to lead its sons along the paths of even greater heights of maturity,
virtue, and knowledge.
In appreciation for his past devotedness, and with a prayer for his
future successful accomplishments, the 1962 edition of A L- IRAQI is
respectfully dedicated to Very Reverend John J. Williams, S.J.
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REVEREND MICHAEL J. McCARTHY, S. .1.
RECTOR OF BAGHDAD COLLEGE
REV. JAMES F. MORGAN, S. J.
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A quiet thoughtful member of the
class, A-Adhim made lasting friends
while at B.C. He enjoyed all sports,
but especially basketball and volley-
ball. Math and physics were his best-





Rev. Sidney M. Macneil, s.j.
B. — G.
ABDUL-RAZZAQ. AZIZ
\ popular classmate with an ever
increasing circle of friends, Atxlul-
z '| readily discussed literature,
ny, economics and math with
all who would listen. He was happy
jumping and running




An outstanding leader in the class-
room and on the field of sports,
Abdullah was also an active debater
and scientist. He relaxed listening to
good music and reading the best in
literature. Math., English, and Arabic
were his best subjects. He is ambi-






aSilMltsillf :" : " ;' {»;:
ABDUL -SATTAR AL-ANSARI
A calm and diligent member of the
class, Abdul Sattar appreciated his
years at B.C. to the full. He was an
excellent debater in the Arabic debat-
ing academy, and a frequent visitor
to the library. The medical profes-





Possessed with an energetic spirit,
Adil made many sincere friends at
Baghdad College. He played excel-
lent basketball, and excelled in track.
His ability in the mathematical field







A thoroughly amiable and capable
young man who delighted all with
his violin playing, Adnan was a hard
worker with disregard for a holiday.
His sports interests were track and
a flair for physics will aid his pursuit




Unassuming and easy going Adil
won a legion of lifelong friends. He
enjoyed all B.C. facilities and took
special interest in the debating and
science academies. He was always
ready for a picnic. Skill in scientific






Kerbala's welcome contribution to
the boarding school and B.C., Ajil
proved himself a gentleman and
athlete. His favorite sports were
basketball and volleyball. He relaxed
while hunting. After Law school he





A lively and spirited youth with a
bent towards body-building Ali
could more than hold his own in the
classroom and on the sports fields.
He loved all sports and excelled
in baseball, track and basketball.
Proficiency in math and physics











Competent, industrious, and stu-
dious Anand found time for many
activities.He took delight in watching
all sports, especially baseball and
volleyball. A pursuit of perfection in
math and physics leads him




Sincere, faithful, and talented, Anan
charmed all with his accordion and
harmonica playing. He kept fit by
playing handball and tennis. His
best subjects were English and math.





Rev. William D. Sheehan, s.j.
B. — C.
ANMAR AL-QASSAB
A superior student with a fine com-
petitive spirit, Anmar was a consis-
tent class leader. He furthered his
talents amongst the debaters and
scientists. Stamps fascinated him and
relaxed his mind.Here is another can-
didate for the ranks of the engineers.





A steady and dependable disposition
has enabled Ara to make innumera-
ble and lasting friendships at B.C. He
enjoyed a good debate and liked the
bounce of the American football.
Oftentimes you would find him
behind a book. His facility in physics
and botany will aid him in his




A quiet pleasant personality will
carry Aram very far along life's tur-
bulent road. He liked fencing during
debate and from behind the rapier.
He relaxed by reading the best. His
lab work and ability in the sciences







An earnest attentive student was
Armin, admired by all with whom he
came in contact. His best classes were
in math; his favorite sports: basket-
ball and tennis. For relaxation he
collected stamps, and was adept with
carpenter's tools. He hopes to enter




Versatile, sociable and artistic sum
up the personality of this loyal
member of the boarding section.
Arshak participated in all sports and
found time for photography and
music. His partiality to science might






A consistent class leader, Basil's
talents shone in the classroom, and
on the debating platform, and in
the science academy. He relaxed at
handball and at the cinema. His
proficiency in science directs him





Rev. Joseph G. Fennell, s. j.
B. — G.
EDMUND KALITA
This faithful member of the Apostle-
hip oi Prayer extended his quiet
influence in (lass, and on campus, to
ver widening circle of friends.
>ies In • ollected stamps,
and I d to go I music. His lik-
i' math points towards success
in ' i ing.
Pi nyer
BASIL TUMMINA
Sincere, friendly and appreciative
of all favors, Basil made many life-
long friends at B.C. He was proud of
the landscape, the cleanliness, and
the order to be found on campus.
Sports and studies he took in stride.





Spirited and energetic in all things
Faiz enjoyed his years at B.C. to the
utmost. He was a good photographer
and sportsman. He relaxed while
listening to the best in music. Botany
fascinated him, and he will follow





A calm and diligent member of the
class, Faruq was impressive as a
debater and true sportsman. He took
great pleasure in good music, and
in p'aying his harmonica. Botany and
English were his best liked subjects.






Outwardly serene and quiet, but
possessing depths of determination,
Fuad absorbed many of the books of
the library. He prepared a good
debate and relaxed on the field of
sports. His favorite studies English




A man of varied activities, Fawzi
was a mainstay of the Apostleship of
Prayer and exerted great influence in
the science academy. He loves sports
and good reading. His future plans






Basra's gift to B.C. and the boarding
school amiable, sociable, and capable
Gabby was prominent in sports,
dramatics and in the spiritual acad-
emies. His competence is studies






A willing and determined student,
Galen gave a good account of him-
self at all times. He played a good
game of tennis, and enjoyed all
sports. A short story would enthrall
him. His favorite subjects were





Serious and quiet-minded George
was a favorite of his classmates. He
was an eloquent listener who read
much. Track and volleyball were
sports' interests. His ability to be
ready with the right answer will be
most necessary for medicine.
Volleyball
Intramurals
Rev. Stanislaus T. Gerry, s.j.
B. — C.
GEORGE DAVIDA
A popular friendly courageous mem-
ber of the (lass with a fine competi-
tive spirit. George has many accom-
iments. He was prominent in the
academy. He read much,





Industrious, intelligent, and com-
petent, sum up capable George. He
was spiritual minded, and studious.
Sports also made him a well deve-
loped personality. His talent for






Lively and energetic Ghassan exerted
a far reaching influence among his
classmates. He was prominent in
debating and in the science academy.
Occasionally he indulged in hand-









Harbi was a loyal supporter of all
sport teams. He was prominent in
the Apostleship of Prayer. The boun-
ce of the ping-pong ball and the
american football thrilled him. His




A quiet serious student whose sense
of humour lies hidden behind a
deceptive demeanor, Ghalib was a
faithful member of the Apostleship
of Prayer. He debated and played
handball with equal vigor. He liked
chemistry best of all subjects, and





A thoroughly interesting and amiable
young man whose accomplishments
in class, on the stage, and on the
field of sport are most noteworthy.
Hazim liked to relax on a good hunt.






Unassuming and easy-going by na-
ture Hraj always gave his best efforts
to every task. He was prominent in
the science and debating academies.
Model airplanes intrigued him. His
stamp collection is among the best.





Rev. Paul A. Nash, s.j.
B. — G.
HUSAIN ALI
A popular classmate with an ever
widening circle of friends, Husain
- njoyed all his years at B.C. He liked
guages and literature best. Relax -
for him was a good swim. He




Many and varied interests helped to
make Husain the well-rounded man.
Sports, debating and science all claim
him. His favorite sport: basketball;
subject: math. His perseverance will






With a real sense of value, Ihsan
always put first things first. He parti-
cipated in many sports, but singled
out handball and baseball as favo-
rites. A liking for math and chemistry






Spirited and energetic at all times,
Imad was always ready for any form
of exercise. He was equally at home
in the science and debating acade-
mies. He was ever looking forward
to the end of a marking period. Next






Rev. Edmund F. Kelly, s.j.
1962
JAMAL YUSUF
Possessed of a strong physique Jamal
proceeded to develope it on the sports
field, and on basketball court. Class
room conquests included Arabic and
trig. He was often seen in chapel.





A loyal class member from the board-
ing section, Iyad made many lifelong
friends at B.C. He pursued his studies
with vigor and gave unsparingly of
his time to many projects. He liked
sports, dramatics, and the library.









A steady and dependable member
of the Apostleship of Prayee, John
also found time for the science and
debating academies. He relaxed on
the tennis and handball courts. He
also enjoyed a good cinema. He will
prepare for a future in engineering.
Apostleship of Prayer
Scientific Academy Debating Academy
SENIOR
KAMAL ELYAHU
A lively and spirited young man with
a talent for debating, Kamal lent
himself fully to his work. He found
many other stamp collectors at B.C.
He enjoyed a good game of chess.
His flair for designing and symmetry





A calm yet spirited gentleman whose
hright spirit illumined all who came
in contact with him, Korkis was at
ease on the debating platform and
on the football field. He appreciated
in the Apostleship of Prayer.
II to be< ome a chemist.




A loyal supporter of class activities
and sports, Kamil is bound to be
loyal to life's ideals. He participated
in debating and scientific lectures.
When not working over his stamp
collection, he listened to good music.




A good-natured, and capable mem-
ber of the class Krikor was most
active in debating, dramatics, and
scientific talks. He worked out fre-
quently on the track. He favored the
sciences, but also liked the languages.
Hence he can't decide whether to be
an actor or an engineer.




A thoroughly capable and amiable
young man who enjoyed his years
at B.C., Krikor enjoyed the sciences
most of all. He liked all sports, but
favored football. He relaxed either
at the cinema or on a picnic. He is
trying to decide between engineering




Quiet and visionary on the surface
Luay was much down-to-earth in
science and language. He enjoyed
all intramural sports. He favored
math amongst his subjects. This leads




Sincere, friendly and with a variety
of interests, Leon was well-liked by
all at B.C. He lent great backing to
his class teams, and enjoyed all
sports. He relaxed at the cinema.





A tall talented, artistic, young man,
Mahir found an outlet for his zeal
in the academies and on the playing
field. He favored track and tennis.
Practicing music absorbed many of
his leisure hours. Ability in math and





A faithful member of the Apostleship
of Prayer, Majid enjoyed all activi-
ties at B.C. He relaxed over a good
book and on the handball court.
Another devotee of math and physics
he will seek his future at the engine-
ering college.
Apostleship of Prayer
Rev. John J.F. McCarthy s.j.
B. — C
MAMUN AL-SHAWWAF
A perfect gentleman with an un-
equalled manner that won him many
friends, Mamun prepared a good
debate, and also lent himself to the
<• academy. He relaxed at the
pool and at the cinema. His liking





A steady, competent, and capable
member of the class, Makram was
also a faithful member of the Apos-
leship of Prayer. He was on the
library staff and spent time on his
photography work. A competence
in chemistry and biology help him




Scientific subjects always fascinated
Moshi. He also liked a good debate
and lively discussion. For outside
activities he favored baseball. Indoors
he read much and listened to the best
in music. His liking for botany and
chemistry leads him to decide on
medicine.




An earnest boarding student, and
good mixer, Muhammad's steady
disposition gained him many friends.
He engaged in numerous intramural
sports and loved a good debate. A
liking for chemistry and biology




A big generous person in every res-
pect,Munthar won the lasting esteem
of his classmates by his piety and
good-will. At school he supported
all class teams. He relaxed while
hunting, and building model air-




A faithful member of the debating
academy, Munib had a keen interest
in all activities. He relaxed at tennis
and swimming, also by playing his
accordion. His interest in the sciences






Sincere, friendly, industrious, Mu-
hammad found time for participa-
tion in the science and debating
academies along with playing and
supporting intramural sports. Off
campus he did part-time work at an
extraction factory. This will benefit






A quiet and studious classmate,
Murad preferred math and English
classes to all others. He prepared a
good debate, and faithfully worked
out in intramural sports. He relaxed
with a good novel. The civil engi-





A friendly and thoroughly likeable
classmate, Muthanna was ever inte-
rested in mechanical things. He fixed
anything that needed mechanical
fixing. Physics was his favorite sub-





A sincere and sunny disposition made
Muzahim very popular on campus.
He played a fast game of handball
and tennis, and was also a body-
builder. Chemistry and physics were





A diligent reflective student determi-
mine to do well no matter what the
sacrifice involved, Nabil always
gave a good account of himself. He
enjoyed sports, and sports cars. Scien-
ce labs were his preferred classes.
He will follow medical studies.
Intramurals
NABIL HASSU
Tall, quiet, sincere Nabil never lost
an opportunity to be helpful and
kind. He loved all sports, but played
i>all and handball best. Good
music had a strong appeal for him.






Versatile, sociable, and happy by
nature, Nabil won a host of devoted
friends at B.C. His interest in dra-
matics flowered. His application to
sports built a strong body for a strong
mind. He will apply himself to en-
gineering studies.




Volatile, expressive, and sincere,
Nadim made his influence felt in
many circles. He was an outstanding
debater and elocutionist. Handball
and tennis satisfied his hunger for







Artistic, talented, Ohannes has been
the mainstay of the Al-Iraqi art
staff. This year he was also Editor-
in-Chief. Arabic debating and intra-
mural sports were other interests.






A pleasant persevering personality
was possessed by Popkin in a very
marked degree. He demonstrated
outstanding ability as an elocutionist
and a sportsman. Stamps were his






A sincere and faithful member of the
spiritual academies, Nasir was ad-
mired by all who knew him. He
played a good game of volleyball
and favored the track. Since physics
and math were favorite subjects, he







A quick-spirited and enjoyable com-
panion, Rafat expanded his activities
to include dramatics, debating and
the science academy. He relaxed
over a good book. Trigonometry was
his best liked subject; hence a career
in engineering.




A broad smile, and a cheerful dispo-
sition made Rahif very popular with
his classmates. He participated in the
life of the scientific and debating
academies. For relaxation he took
photos, played handball, and tag
football. His scientific competence






A serious and successful student,
Ramzi was pleasant at all times. He
liked the library best of all the attrac-
tions at B.C. He read for relaxation
and depth of knowledge. Since he
preferred scientific subjects to all
others he will continue his preference
and become an engineer.
Intramurals.
RAMZI LOQA
A sincere and faithful member of the
spiritual academies, Ramzi was ever
willing to lend a hand to all in need.
He liked all sports, especially base-
ball. He collected stamps for a hobby.





A big man in every respect, Riadh
made his weight felt on the handball
court and in the classroom. He en-
joyed a good volleyball game, and
relaxed at the pingpong table, or
witli i good book. Here is another
( andidati foi the medical college.
B. — G.
SAAD A-RAHMAN
A quiet sort of person with an outlook
on life that is both matured and in-
telligent, Saad participated in dra-
matics and debating. Listening to
arabic songs relaxed him. His lean-
ing towards science induces his choice




A quiet, clever, member of the school
Sodality, Sabri was generous with his
time and efforts at all times. Debat-
ing and science sharpened his wits;
sports developed his muscles. He
would like to be a writer, but leaves







A lad who grew up in the shadow
of B.C., Sami knew B.C. and its ad-
vantages long before becoming a
successful student. He faithfully at-
tended Sodality meetings, and loved
to listen to good music. A fast game
of badminton toned him up. His




A clever young man with an infec-
tious sense of humour, Samir loved
to be behind the wheel of a car. He
exchanged arguments well in con-
trolled debate. His competitive spirit
shone forth in handball. His future
work is still undecided.
Debating Academy
SAMIR KANAAN
Quiet on the surface, hiding real
depths of determination, Samir won
his spurs on the football field. He
showed up well in track events. A
party brought out his sociable na-






A calm and serious member of the
class, Serkis found time from studies
to enjoy B.C.'s spacious grounds and
athletic fields. He performed well at
all sports, but liked basketball best.
His favorites subjects, physics and





A loyal member of the Apostleship
of Prayer Simon's other interests were
widespread. He gave a good account
of himself in football, basketball and
track. He rode his bicycle around
town. Occasionally he relaxed with




A perfect gentleman with a winning
smile, Sinan charmed all who came
in contact with him. He was an
outstanding basketball and baseball
player. Science fascinated him. F^.ci-








A tall, willing, youth with a sunny
disposition, Skender won many life
long friends (hiring his years at B.C.
I !' was often seen on the tennis court.
Debating was an outlet for express-





A dependable and steady disposition
won Sinan many faithful friends on
the campus. He was an academy
man: science, debating and drama-
tics. Swimming and handball were
his means of relaxation. He hasn't






Sincere friendly and with a variety
of interests to occupy him Suhail
was a much sought after member of
the class. He was active in the So-
dality, and in the debating academy.
A game of handball was to his liking.
Medical studies will absorb his future
years.




A big generous lad with an easy-
going nature, Tariq was a class favor-
ite. He had a prescription for every
situation. He was active in the spi-
ritual academies, and in debating.
Classical music soothed him. Follow-







Possessed with a limitless source of
gentleness and orderliness Usam
found the library his favorite place
on campus. He was on the library
staff, and loved to read Arabic poet-
ry. Once in a while he played hand-




Tall, quiet, and unassuming, Waskin
possesses depths of appreciation for
life's finer things. He loves to play
and listen to good music. Of all the
fields of endeavor open to him he




Spirited and lively Usam enjoyed a
first class debate. He was active in
many intramural sports, favoring
basketball.
Off-campus activities were reading,
hunting and swimming. His future




An active and intelligent member
of the class who devoted much time
to music and drawing, Wisam was
a most popular classmate. He liked
sports and dramatics. But design is







Amiable and interesting at all times,
Yusuf devoted much time to sports
and reading. He favored the hop-
step-and-jump in track. Basketball
he listed as his favorite sport. He






A man of many and varied accom-
plishments Zaidun made his in-
fluence felt far and wide. Track was
his favorite sport. Driving cars around
Baghdad was a favorite off-campus




Outstanding as an actor, Zuhair
delighted all with his versatility on
stage and off. He enjoyed a good
debate. Intramural sports relaxed
him. Hunting was his hobby. He






Often seen about the campus engaged
in lively discussion Zahir was a hu-
morous favorite. He played a good
game of tennis, and had a liking for
all sports. Off-campus he swam
often. His facility in chemistry leads




A genial gentleman with a fine com-
petitive spirit Zuharab took part in
many sports activities. The science
academy attracted him. His favorite
subjects were math and English.Here





STUDENTS WHO HAVE ATTAINED A MONTHLY AVERAGE OF 70 AND ABOVE FROM SEPTEMBER,
1961 TO JANUARY 1962.
Class of 1962 Anan Alios — 81 Hushmand al-Jaf — 73 Hilal Daud — 72
5A Anand Mohindra — 74 Imad Bashir — 87 Husamaddin al-Rawi - 72
Basil al-Aswad — 88 Anmar al-Qassab — 88 Kamiran Dabbagh — 73 Joseph Bahoshy — 80
Faruq Aziz - 70 Ara Kivorkian — 78 Nadir Jamshid — 77 Kadhim al-Najafi — 71
Fawzi al-Dabbagh — 73 Edmund Kalita — 71 Nubar Jirair — 74 Khalid Hikmat — 71
George Jamil
Ghalib Talia
— 73 Fuad Said — 74 Riadh al-Wakil — 84 Korkis Michael — 72
— 72 George Davida — 85 Salim al-Sarraf — 78 Mahir Faiq — 70
Hraj Kuyumjian
Husain al-Chalabi
— 73 Ghassan Khairi — 76 Waskin Asadurian — 79 Nadhir Abbas — 75
— 88 Harbi Ibrahim — 77 Yusuf Emmanual — 72 Saad Ismail — 79

































— 81 Sami Zakaria — 71 Najib Hanna Adnan al-Chalabi — 82













Tariq Andrea — 79 4A — 71 Fakhri al-Hilali — 74
Waskin Jamkujian — 71 A-Hamid Ismail — 88 Muthar al-Ubaidi — 71 George Yusuf — 76
5B Bahnam George
— 82 Nabil Shuniyya — 72 Kamal Taqtaq — 75




— 72 Butros Simu
Edward George
— 74





Samir Alwan — 73
Faisal Munasafi — 88 3A Muayyad Kadhim, — 71
Skender Ishu — 70
Fakhri Wadi — 80 Ahmad Mahmud — 71 Muhammad Khalil — 70
Yusuf Salim — 73 Fawwaz Gailani — 71 Ali Abdullah - 83 Muwaffaq Shamun — 78
5C Ghassan Zara — 83 Athir Battah — 78 Rafid Attisha — 71
Abdullah al-Dabbagh — 84 Hamid Attisha — 81 Dhafir Elias — 82 Raman Dick — 76
Adil Qasim - 72 Hasan al-Pachachi — 79 Fadhil Shakarji — 71 Saad Zaku — 71
Ali al-Qalamchi — 84 Hilal Shina — 91 Haitham Saifiddin — 72 Talha al-Shawwaf — 71
Class of 1965 Faiz Zaitu — 78 Faisal Amin - 70 IF
2A Hamid Atiyya
— 74 Hassan Anwar — 74 Adnan al-Dhabib — 79
Maan Munib — 88 Hazim Barnuti — 76 Ahmad Bajalan — 77
A-Hafidh al-Pachachi — 77 Mazin Madhat — 82 Hisham al-Qassab — 81 Firas Haqqi — 70
Daud Shaul - 74 Sabah al-Khatib — 70 Joseph Finan — 78 Hanna Yaqub — 70
Daud Suleiman - 80
2E Kamal Abbas — 70 Imad Jamil — 71Emmanuel Hermes
Fuad Faidh
- 82










































































— 71 Ahmad al-Gailani - 77 Nabil Shammami — 73 Kamal Ephram — 71
— 76 Daud al-Mudallal — 73 Saad Allawi — 76 Mukhlis Louis — 76
Stephan Ovanessoff
Talal Munasifi
- 79 Dhafir Khudhairi
— 70 Saad Shakir — 76 Ramon Nazarian — 79
— 76 Faiz Qazanji — 74 Said Abda — 78 Rufail Rumanos — 74
Thomas David - 75 Fatallah Yusufani — 71 Vahe Azadian - 70 Zuhair al-Wahab — 70
Hafidh Abbas — 77 1C 1H2 B Hikmat Marugil — 71 A-Qadir al-Assaf — 73
Amin Salih 79 Imad Mahawili — 87 Akram al-Attar — 73 Adil Mahdi — 80
Basil Yusuf — 71 Iyad Qassar — 72 Ali Faraj — 80 Armen Arshavir — 80
George Gogue - 80 Maan al-Dabbuni — 72 Amir al-Atrachi — 70 Aws Salim — 71
Saad A-Razzaq — 71 Mahmud Majid — 71 Amjad al-Umari — 77 Basil al-Shawwaf — 70
Saad Gulli 70 Mahmud Muhammad — 76 Kamal Qassim — 80 Costal Jihad — 73
Samih Rajib - 79 Makram al-Shaikh — 71 Kanaan Makiyya - 74 Dhafir Habib - 73
Sarkis Theodossian 71 Mazin Sabri — 85 Yahya Farid — 73 Edmund Paulus — 74
Wadhah Shakir 71 Muhyiddin A-Shafi — 74 ID Faiq Tukmachi — 76
2C Namir Saigh — 74 Dhafir al-Fattal - 71 Faris Shammas — 79
Asad Abbud 71
Qais Naman - 82

















Suhail Naimi 79 Samir Yusuf 73 Istabruk al-Imam
— 72
— 80














Adil Abbosh 71 Jaffar Jaffar 71 Riadh al-Sabti 75
2D Bahir A-Latif 76 Usama al-Shabibi 71 Saad al-Sarraf — 77
\dnan al-Jamali 79 Dhia Sharif — 73 Yusuf A-Latif 74 Sabah Sulaiman 78
\il,il Alloa 72 Edward Faiq — 73 Tawfiq al-Bassam 70 Suhail Najim - 73
MEDALS FOR CLASS LEADERSHIP
*V I
I960- 1961
First Honors Class Second Honors
Basil al-Aswad — Fourth A Anmar al-Q issab
Riadh Philip — Fourth B Zahir Abbos h
Abdullah al-Dabbagh — Fourth C Husain al-Chalabi
Saad A-Rahman — Fourth D Muhammad Shkara
Faisal al-Munasifi — Third A Hilal Shina
Nail Murad al-Shaikh — Third B Isa Jamil
Muthar al-Ubaidi — Third C Hadir al-Farisi
Habib Gabriel — Third D Maan Madhat
Ali al-Shabibi — Second A Ghanim Tabchi
Mumtaz Hanna — Second B Zuhair Thomas
Ali Abdullah — Second C Dhafir Elias
Talha al-Shawwaf — Second D Shakib al-Sinjaqli
Edward Mardinli — Seco ad E Mahmud Falih
Haitham Saifiddin — Seco ad F Zahir Yusuf
Usama al-Nasiri — Second G Muwaffaq Shamun
Marqus Ishaq — First A Wayil Muhammad
Nimatallah Warrudi — First B Sabah al-Khatib
Sabah Baqir — First C Athil Alios
Maan Munib — First D George Gogue
Mahmud al-Tai — First E Khalil Ibrahim
Suhail Naimi — First F Mazin Sabn
Falah al-Qadi — First G Sudad al-Mutwali
Samih Rajib First H Mazin Madhat
HONOR ROLL 1961 - 1962








Hilal Shina 4A - 94 Muzahim Siddi q - 5A — 85
Abdullah al-Dabbagh 5C — 90 Ali Abdullah 3A — 85
Second Honors




Anmar al-Qassab — 5G — 89 First Honors
Faisal al-Munasifi — 4A - 89 Hilal Shina - 4A — 91
Husain al-Chalabi — 5A — 88 Imad Mahawili - 2G - 90
Walid Mahmud 3A — 86





























Sabah Baqir - 2E —
Husein al-Chalabi — 5A —
Mamun al-Shawwaf
— 5A —






Husain al-Chalabi — 5A - 89 Faisal Munasifi - 4A — 87
Abdullah al-Dabbagh Imad Bashir - 4A - 87— 5C — 89 Khalil Ibrahim - 2A - 87
Imad Bashir 4A 89 Mahmud al-Ta i - 2A - 87
Faisal Munaifi 4A - 88 Qais Naman - 2G - 87
Hilal Shina 4A - 88 Basil al-Aswad - 5A - 86
Imad Mahawili 2G - 88 Ali al-Qalamch i - 5C - 86
Anmar al-Qassab 5G — 87 Mazin Sabri - 2G - 86
Riadh al-Wakil 4A 87 Anan Alios - 5C - 85
Makram Anastas — 2A — 87 Hamid Attisha - 4A - 85
Sabah Baqir 2E - 87 Latif Ibrahim ID - 85
Latif Ibrahim ID - 87 Armen Arshavir — 1H — 85
Rev. Joseph E. O'Connor, S.J.
Mr. George Abbosh
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.SuM Row, left to right: AU Kubba, Shihab al Awqati, Nubar Jirair., Muayyad Rashid
Faisal Munasifi.
Fifth Row: Butros Simu, Basim Yusuf, Muhammad Kubba, Yusuf Emmanuel,
Joseph Sawtiri, Hasan al-Pachachi.
Fourth Row: Hamid Attisha, Kamiran Dabbagh, Basil Sadiq, Basil Shammas,
Nihad Abaji, Hushmand al-Jaf.
Third Row: Fakhri Wadi, Sabah Adnan, Imad Bashir, Riadh al-Wakil, Fawwaz
Gailani, Bahnam George.
Second Row: A-Hamid Ismail, Hilal Shina, Edward George, Nadir Jamshid,
Salim al-Sarraf, Muayyad Baghdadi.
First Row: Ghassan Zara, Ashur Dick, Fr. O'Connor, S.J., Waskin Asadurian,
Walid Salman.
4A
Sixth Row, left to right: Nail Murad al-Shaikh, Husain AH, Haik Salibian, Munsif
Aziz, Nabil Khudhairi.
Fifth Row: Badwan Hagopian, Mahran Mahranian, Sarkis Sinanian, Hartyun
Maranjian.
Fourth Row: Ramiz Daud, Saad Asad, Saadi Bayati, Aqil Atiyya, Sabah Audu,
Zia Yusuf.
Third Row: Shiram Surin, Ramzi Isa, Najib Hanna, Nabil Tawfiq, Walid Faraj,
Adil al-Sarraf.
Second Row: Nashat George, Johny Barjuni, Nazar Yusuf, Awni Makiyya, Isa
Jamil, George Nuri.
First Row: Hashim Sadiq, Harith Sadiq, Fr. J. C. McCarthy, S.J. Farid al-Qas
Elias, Habib Gabriel, (Jawad Tuma — absent).
Rev. John Ji (.. McCarthy, S. J.
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Rev. Joseph G. Fennell, S. J.
Mr. Muhammad Husain al-Shabibi
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•S'z.rtA J?cw, left to right: Naif al-Hathal, Hilal Ohan, Zuharab Jakalian, Najib
Qunja, Dhafir Faraj, Freddy Saati.
Fifth Row: Salih Yunis, Ran Makardijian, Shamun Awdishu, Yusuf Badalian,
Hilal Naib, Muhammad Atiyya.
Fourth Row: Muwaffaq Hassu, Maad Madhat, Hazim al-Umar, Mufid Hassu,
Wisam Qambar Agha, Nabil Shuniyya.
Third Row: Krikor Simonian, Arif Rafiq, Salah Sulaiman, Nabil Tuminna
Quraish Yusuf.
Second Row: Claude de Marchi, Jibran Yusuf, Muthar al-Ubaidi, Raziq Saigh,
Hani Matlub, Munthar Naman.
First Row: Basil A. Latif, Salam A. Wahab, Fr. Fennell, S.J., Sahir Elias, Samir
Jawad.
4C
Sixth Row, left to right: Wisam Saigh, Faisal al-Mumaiz, Athir Battah, Khalid al-
Bana, Shakib al-Sinjaqli, Khalid Hikmat.
Fifth Row: Ali Shamsaddin, Edward Mardinli, RaadBunni, Elias Khayyat, Surin
Wartanian.
Fourth Row: Mahir Faiq, Dhafir Elias, Ramzi George, Hilal Daud, Korkis Michael,
Ali Abdullah.
Third Row: Ahmad Mahmud, Joseph Bahoshy, Mumtaz Hanna, Nadhir Abbas,
Husamaddin al-Rawi, Walid Mahmud.
Second Row: Fadhil Shakarji, Saad Ismail, Haidar Kubba, Haitham Saifiddin,
Walid Elias, Kadhim al-Najafi.
First Row: Isam al-Mahawili, Najat al-Dabbagh, Fr. MacNeil, S.J., Azam Rabia,
Riadh Daud.
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Rev. Paul A. Nash, S. J.
Mr. Nasir Taqtaq
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Sz'.vM Row, left to right: Sabah John, Albert Baba, Hadi al-Umari, Hagop Arshak,
Raad A-Qadir, (absent - Inam Mahmud).
Fifth Row: Saadaddin Said, Haitham Taha, Ohannes Artin, Faris Farid, Mahir
Qazanji, Sirud Jayawuk.
Fourth Row: Shadrak Shabbas, Tariq al-Ubaidi, Nabil Majdalani, Nasir Haddad,
Farqad Salih, Joseph Said, Nabil al-Rawi.
Third Row: Ali al-Khalisi, Falah Alaka, Wathiq Flindu, Samuel Canta, Majid
A-Latif, Hanna Dabbas.
Second Row: Nabil Azzawi, A-Hadi Ismail, Qais Muhammad, Nabil Tuma,
Leon Hartyun, Qaisar Ibrahim.
First Row: Khalis Mahmud, Butros John, Fr. Nash, S. J., Shirwan Mufti,
Jones George.
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Sixth Row, left to right: Sarmad Majid, A-Rahim A-Jabbar, Edmund Edward,
Henri Von Kelaita, Muayyad Majid, George Yanni.
Fifth Row: Albert Marugil, Yisar al-Athri, Sinan A-Jabbar, Tuma Nisan, Farid
Tabib, Thuayyib A-Jabbar.
Fourth Row: Emmanuel Shushu, Ali Atiyya, Varujan Wartkis, Ghassan Yusuf,
Raad Hashim, Muwaffaq Naman.
Third Row: Raad Naji, Haitham A-Jabbar, Vartan Parsighian, Nazar Daud, Imad
Jaddu, Bariz Umar Ali.
Second Row : Fadhil al-Khaffaji, Mahir Razzuq, Muhammad Rafiq, George
Hayrak, Jesse Roy, Anwar Barnuti.
First Row: Muhammad al-Tai, Ahmad Shanshal, Fr. Carty, S. J., Usama George,
Ki \ . John A. ( !arty, S. J.
Nizaq A-Majid.
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Rev. Edward F. Madaras, S. J.
Mr. Yahya al-Thalibi
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Six/A /Jow, /e/? to n'gA/: Nabil Nadim, Wadi Yusuf, Muayyad Metti, Zuhair Balal,
Nufal al-Hafidh, Imad Nauras.
Fifth Row: Ibrahim Khalil, Muwaffaq al-Dabbuni, Victor Kevorkian, Haik
Mardiros, Azad Fuad, Karnik Babaian.
Fourth Row: Jafar Allawi, Ali Sabih, Mukhlis Edward, Fuad A. Aziz, Walid
al-Dabbuni, Yaqub Zainal.
Third Row: Nidhal Mansur, Namir Faiq, Ahmad A. Rahman, Rashid al-Kuhai-
mi, Nazar Sirop, Hagop Fahmi, Muwaffaq al-Baya.
Second Row: Ghassan Hikari, Shawqi Jurjis, Talal Fuad, Iyad Abbas, Farid Hanna,
Sabah al-Ubaidi.
First Row: Nigel Dhia, Joseph Abukathir, Fr. Madaras, S. J., Jafar Sadiq, Laith
Haiyali.
3D
Sixth Row, left to right: Hasan Qasim Hasan, Rand Attisha, Muayyad Kadhim,
Ghanim Tabchi, Muhammad Khalil, Luay Philip.
Fifth Row: Ali Hasani, Ishu Yonathan, Kamal Taqtaq, Adnan al-Chalabi, Mu-
hammad Mustafa, Nabil A. Latif.
Fourth Row: Talha al-Shawwaf, Azad al-Chalabi, Muwaffaq Shamum, Zuhair
Thomas, Raman Dick, George Yusuf.
Third Row: Alfred John, Mahmud Falih, Muhammad Qasim, Said Qasim, Fakhri
al-Hilali, Matti Tabib.
Second Row: Saad Zaku, Dilair Armaghani, Khalil al-Naquib, Fattah Muhammad
Ali, Livon Dramirian, Raad Bahnam.
First Row: Ali al-Shabibi, Zahir Yusuf, Fr. Merrick, S.J., Ala Antun, Michael
Simonian.
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Rev. Joseph P. Merrick, S J.
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Sixth Row, left to right : Nihad Mahmud, Raad Jamal, Mudhar Hamid, Emmanuel
Hermes.
Fifth Row: Samir Said, Lawrence Yaqub, Thomas David, Daud Shaul, George
Yuil.
Fourth Row: Makram Anastas, Mazin Edward, Stephan Ovanessoff, Imad al-
Shakarji, Fuad Faidh, Imad Jassam.
Third Row: Imad al-Qazwini, Khalil Ibrahim, Hani Elias, Talal Munasifi,
Shant Hovsepian, A. Hafidh al Pachachi.
Second Row: Ramzi Fawzi, Farid Faddu, Najib Hamid, Mahmud al-Ta'i, Raad
Istephan, Hrand Jirair.
First Row: Daud Sulaiman, Mervin Burby, Father Miff, S.J., Muayyad Nasir,
Saad Salih, (Sabah Faraj — absent).
2A
Sixth Row, left to right: Talal Hanna, Amin Salih, Intissar Elias, Samih Rajib,
Iyad Muhammad.
Fifth Row: Sarkis Theodossian, Vikin Sadurian, Yerwant Krikor, Adi al-Tai,
Mihran Sabunjian.
Fourth Row: Nufal al-Shabibi, Nabil Hanna, Nabil Tariq, Wadhah Shakir,
Muhannad al-Shakarji, Muhannad al-Qazwini.
Third Row: George Gogue, Majid Edward, Leon Basil, Athir Shanawi, Noel Zia,
Basil Yusuf.
Second Row: Hilal Elias, Saad Gulli, Falih Salih, Marqus Ishaq, Maan A. Khalik
?
Murad Anwar.
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Sixth Row, left to right: Kagham Minas, Raad Yusuf, Martin William, Nicholas
Velev, Fawzi Abbu, George Stephanou.
Fifth Row: Adonis Kanaan, Khalid Yusuf, Asad Abbud, Arif Fuad, Faris Faddu,
Walid al-Tawil.
Fourth Row: Shihab al-Sarraf, Yusuf Marugi, Imad Habba, Muhammad A. Hamid,
Wayil Muhammad.
Third Row: Faisal Nasir, Vache Kivork, Faris Namiq, Yasin A. Qadir, Jirair Artin
}
Jamal Jamil.
Second Row: Raad Khalil, Zuhair Stephan, Kamal Dadda, Said al-Rawi, Sarmad
Mahmud, Mazin al-Qaisi.
First Row: Sami Khairulla, Naman Shakir, Fr. E. Kelly, S.J., Nafih al-Saffar,
Ronny Pio.
Sixth Row, left to right: Ghandi Shemdin, Yahya A-Sattar, Vahe Garibian,
George Atchu, Fikrat Qutta.
Fifth Row: Athil Alios, Khaluk al-Qaisi, Nabil Matti, Maan Munib, Gabriel
Tatian, Sarkis Babanian.
Fourth Row: Amir Edward, Joseph Jurgi, Raad Salih, Faiz Zaitu, Hamid Atiyya,
Nuri Mansur.
Third Row: Sarkis Badalian, Yuil Ishaya, Vikin Hovsepian, Amadaddin Kandala,
Maan al-Halabi, Elias Raji.
Second Row: Mazin Madhat, Sabah al-Khatib, Adnan al-Jamali, Muayyad
Hammadi, Armin Skenderian, A-Qadir al-Bassam.
First Row: Basim Najdat, Swarah Qaftan, Fr. Mahan, S.J., Norman Ibrahim,
Salih al-Kuhaimi.
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Kia . Charles W. Mahan. S. J.
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Si*M i?ow, /«// to right: Sabah Baqir, George Kakus, Ara Boghosian, Basil Hanna,
Usam Tobia.
Fifth Row: Saad Tammimi, Nadim Jibrail, Mushtaq Matti, Muhammad Zainal,
Vraj Hartyun, Nassar Wadi.
Fourth Row: Skender Albert, Ala al-Tai, Ghassan Edward, Nazar Dindo, Mamun
Ahmad, Mushtaq Albert.
Third Row: Basil Simon, Qais Zakho, Antsar Shuniyya, Sabah al-Mudallal>
Fuad Fawzi, Ziad al-Dabbuni.
Second Row: Hartyun Matossian, Muayyad Francis, Adnan Kadhim, Riadh
Mammu, Hraj Kharajian, Husham al-Amin.
First Row: Saad al-Rawi, A-Aziz Rifat, Fr. Bergen, S.J., Muwaffaq Kandala,
Hikmat Aziz.
Sixth Row, left to right: Sabah Yaqub, Samuel Aprim, Hagop Krikorian, Yusuf
Antun, Salih al-Pachachi.
Fifth Row: Falah A. Qadir, Wadhah Ismail, Nuri Hassan, Hazim al-Umari, Raad
Shanshal, Salah Mahdi.
Fourth Row: Faruq Nasir, Ghassan Jamil, Zir A. Rahman, Mahir Hanna, Samar
Hassu.
Third Row: Munim Faraj, Itimad Yusuf, Alladdin Salim, Dhari al-Khayun,
Romeo John, Jamal Stephan.
Second Row: Sudad al-Mutwali, Nishan Nishanian, Samir Ibrahim, Ala Jabiru,
Movses Boghossian, Sabah Nuraddin.
First Row: Raad Wahab, Yusuf Shaul, Father Bennett, S.J., Vartkis Hagopian,
Qutaiba al-Saffar, (Muhammad Ali — absent).
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Rev. Franklyn J. Bergen, S. J.
Mr. Yunis al-Samarrai
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&";tfA i?oj<y, /(/if to right: Fatallah Yusufani, Muhyiddin A. Shan, Dimitri John.
Fifth Row: Jalal Bonjukian, Mahmud Majid, Sabah Dawisha, Hajar Mahdi,
Mahmud Muhammad, Daud al-Mudallal.
Fourth Row: Suhail Naimi, Clement Johnston, Faiz Qazanji, Namir Saigh, Imad
Muhawili, Berj Turabian.
Third Row: Makram al-Shaikh, Mazin Sabri, Saad al-Hassun, Iyad Qassar,
Dhafir Khudhairi, Sargon Warda.
Second Row: Qais Naman, Ahmad al-Gailani, Nabil Makkai, Maan al-Dabbuni,
Haitham Fuad, Leon Dajadian.
First Row: Sahran Ibrahim, Rafat Sinawi, Father Bergen, S.J., Hikmat Marugil,
Hafidh Abbas.
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Sixth Row, left to right: Robin Yaqub, Maan al-Ashaiker, Ramzi Katchu, Ibrahim
al-Rawi, Nadim Matti, Fraidun A-Karim.
Fifth Row: Mazin al-Gailani, Riadh al-Sayed, Basil Yusuf, Shawqi Halata,
Mukhlis Shamun, Nail Nuri.
Fourth Row: Leonard Yaqub, Samir Mobassali, Iyad Gabriel, Ghassan al-Saigh.
Thamir Jamil, Faisal Amin.
Third Row: Hisham al-Qassab, Bahir A-Latif, Edward Faiq, Hassan Anwar,
Dhia Sharif, Hazim Barnuti, Sarmad Salih.
Second Row: Thomas Azaian, Shakib Halabu, Nasir Maskoni, Muhammad A-
Qadir, Adil Abbosh, Imad Jan.
First Row: Joseph Finan, Nihad Jassam, Fr. Mahoney, S.J., Makardij Ispirian,
Kamil Abbas.
J J.
Rev. John I.. Mahoney, S. J.
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Rev. Robert E. Manning, S. J.
Mr. Abdulahad George
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.!>;.v//z Row, left to right: Nabil Jamil, A-Aziz al-Khafaji, Jamil Tu'ma, Usmat
Naman, Vahe Azadian, Razzuk Faraj.
Fifth Row: Samir George, Makram Adil, Mahir Muzahim, Luay Akram, A-
Hadi al-Baya, Sabah Tummina.
Fourth Row: Waskin Farajian, Jack Yusuf, Adnan Sabih, Emmanuel Dinka,
Said Abda, Haqi al-Janabi.
Third Row: Daud Jabaji, Nail Shammami, Edmund Ganja, Udai Akram, Firas
al-Naimi, Walid Kilano, Salim A-Hadi.
Second Row: Imad Ibrahim, Munthar Yusuf, Hani Akkrawi, Makram Kalian,
Mazin Baithun, Alex Salibian.
First Row: Butros Shamun, Hermes Skender, Fr. Manning, S.J., Saad Allawi,
Saad Shakir.
Sixth Row, left to right: Nazar Farjo, Khairy Salim, Salman Daud, Muhammad
Khazrachi, Dhafir Shamun, Hani al-Saudi.
Fifth Row: Ali Faraj, Ramiz Nadhmi, Nova Sayadian, Kanaan Makiyya, Henry
Angel, Fadhil Kandala, Faiq Daud.
Fourth Row: Samar Zora, Khalid Kamal, Akram al-Attar, Makram Samhiri,
Amjad al-Umari, Yahya Farid.
Third Row: Sahir Naman, Amir al-Atrachi, Hanna Shlaimun, Hagop Ansorlian,
Kamal Qassim, A-Salam al-Khudhairi.
Second Row: Abdullah Faraj, Razik Rassam, Francis Eawaz, Badi Kamil, Wasim
al-Qubbaisi, Jibran Yusuf.
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Sixth Row, left to right: Latif Ibrahim, Melcon Kaspar, Falah Hermez, Nazar
al-Mudallal, Wayil al-Khuhairi, Basil Saigh.
Fifth Row: Samir Yusuf, Suhail A. Kafil, Usamaddin Anani, Akram Korkis,
Farid Muallim, Riadh Habboush.
Fourth Row: Adil Rabban, Nabil al-Fraiah, Tariq al-Ani, Samir Faraj, Dhafir
al-Fattal, Muhammad al-Ubaidi.
Third Row: Issa Tuma, Faris Yusuf, Raouf Yusuf, Adrian Fadhil, Wadhah
Ahmad, Matheos Matheosian, Munal Ziyya.
Second Row: Johnny Makhai, Nasir Yusuf, George Ibrahim, Farid Faraj, Wajdi
Nakashi, Ali al-Hilli.
First Row: Vache Azadian, Amar Chalmaran, Fr. Burby, S.J., Nabil Khalaf,
Ali al-Shawi.
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Sixth Row, left to right: Berj Artin, Ali Abbas, Garabet Atanossian, Farid Nassouri,
Baha Alexander, Adil Arab, Baha Noza.
Fifth Row: Saman Qazzaz, Yusuf A. Latif, Sabih Faisal, Sahak Sahakian, Emma-
nuel Michael, Jaffar Jaffar.
Fourth Row: Munthar Bakose, Sami Hanna, Thamir Bunni, Manaf al-Damaluji,
Usama al-Shabibi, Tawfiq al-Bassam.
Third Row: Maissar Thomas, Faiq Sliwa, Mazin Shawqi, Luay Yusuf, Knalis
Abdulahad, Mahir Abbas.
Second Row: Zia Spania, Nelson Yusuf, Ali Ghalib, Jamal Zayouna, Shahen Sha-
henian, Iyad al-Ubaidi.
First Row: Khalid Atiyya, Hraj Melconian, Fr. Sullivan, S.J., Albert Moshe,
Joseph Tuma.
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Rev. Rom.Ki |. Sullivan, S.J.
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Rev. Gregory F. Meyding, S.J.
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5Y.V/A iJow, /«/? to right: Shaul Naji, Peter Zoma, Wahab Muhammad, Nuhad
Thwainy, Muwaffaq Kattan, Ghassan al-Dahan, Muhammad Hamid.
Fifth Row: Firas Haqqi, Ahmad Bajalan, Christy John, Samir Yusuf, Muhammad
al-Ani, Sami Arshak.
Fourth Row: Falah Astrabadi, Adrian al-Dhahib, Jamaladdin Yusuf, Jamal
Murad, Sarmad Hermes, Hanna Yaqub.
Third Row: Muhammad al-Samarrai, Freddy Emmanuel, Raad al-Qaisi, Boghos
Yerwant, Imad Jamil, Fadhil Abbas.
Second Row: Amour George, Gilbert Sarkis, Namir Kamal, Luay Tappouni,
Alwalid Khalid, Thair Saman.
First Row: Wasim Wadi, Sami Sequeira, Fr. Meyding, S.J., Subhan al-Qassar,
Raad Kattula.
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Sixth Row, left to right: Ghassan al-Halabi, Khalis Shanshal, Ohannes Yaghay-
zarian, Jamal Yono, Usam Hanna, Armen Simonian.
Fifth Row: Petio Kaku, Raad Elias, Rufail Rumanos, Luay Abid, Mukhlis Louis,
Francis Shlaimun.
Fourth Row: Raad Talib, Kirmanj al-Talibani, Daud Ibrahim, Rawa Ismail,
Ghazi al-Atrachi, Yusuf al-Alawi, Felix Joseph.
Third Row: Salim Daud, Antonius Hermes, Yeprat Evanian, Jawad al-Zubaidi,
Talib Naji, Azim al-Sanawi.
Second Row: Zuhair al-Wahab, Ramon Nazarian, Saad al-Hemdani, Gerald
Bedawid, Iqdam Asker, Raghid Bunni.
First Row: Maan Taha, George John, Fr. Banks, S.J., Kamal Ephram, Digol
Bajan.
Rev. Edward J. Banks, S.J.
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Rev. Joseph D. Quinn, S. J.
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.SzxM 7?ozt), /«// to ngAf: Adil Mahdi, Francis Roca, Zuhair Kamil, Hikmat Philip,
Fuad A-Hadi, Muhammad Rahmatallah, Usama al-Raihani.
Fifth Row: Sami Daiza, A-Qadir al-Assaf, Amir Akram, Husni Wadi', Samir
Salih, Yusuf Shawqat.
Fourth Row: Kamal Tessy, Faris Shammas, Khalil Ibrahim, Dhafir Habib,
Edmund Paulus, Istabruk al-Imam.
Third Row: Suhail Najim, Sabah Sulaiman, Munir Dishu, Riadh Jabburu, Said
John, Riadh al-Sabti.
Second Row: Costal Jihad, Aws Salim, Douglas Rowland, Faiq Tukmachi, Saad
al-Sarraf, Armen Arshavir.
First Row: Nabil Yusuf, Basil al-Shawwaf, Fr. Quinn, S.J., Daud Sarsam, Muadh
al-Waswasi.
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Mr. Khudhair N. al-Ubaidi
Mr. Walid Hindu Mr. Munthar Yusuf
Mr. Hamid M. al-Asadi
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THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY, MEDIATRIX OF ALL GRACES
St. Jude, Apostle of Iraq
Rev. Fr. J. E. O'Connor, S. J.
John Maqsud, Sabri Akkash, Suhail Matlub, Bahnam George, Hamid Attisha, Mufid Hassu,
Nabil Shuniyya
The major activity of this year for the Sodality centered upon the Mass. The Sodalists sought to deepen their
knowledge and active participation in the Mass through study and assistance at Mass offered facing the congregation. As their
understanding increased, they undertook the project of explaining the essential actions of the Mass to other students.
Other activities of the year included sponsorhip of daily Mass and daily Rosary for the students, collection of
clothing for the poor, selling of religious articles and literature during the school Retreats, sponsorship of the Students' Novena of
Grace, and promotion of the Church Unity Octave.
Coming from the Sacred Heart Chapel
OUR
Sodality Candidates for the Tear 1961 - 1962
Participation in the Mass — Project for the Tear




Under the Patronage of H.E. the Minister of
Education, the Baghdad College Players presented
for their 1961 production three one-act plays:
"Captain of the Gate" by Maria Dix, "The Hotel
Fire" by George Kaufman, and "Spreading the
News" by Lady Gregory. "Captain of the Gate"
was presented in Arabic, the other two plays in
English, on December 14, 15, and 16 at Al-Shaab
Hall. They were delightfully received by apprecia-
tive audiences. Special commendation for then-
success is due to the Faculty Moderators, Rev.
Thomas J. Kelly, S.J., Rev. John J.C. McCarthy,
S.J., and Rev. Peter DuBrul, S.J., and to their
very capable assistants, Mr. Jassim al-Aboudi,
Raad Bunni, Hartyun Maranjian, Ohannes
Avakian, Sarkis Sinanian, and Waskin Asadurian.
Accolades of appreciation to the Players them-
selves pictured in action on these pages.
t APOSTLESHIP
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Father Morgan and Father Bennett with the officers of the Apostleship of Prayer
The Apostleship of Prayer has continued to grow this year throughout the Church in Iraq. The
number of Morning Offering cards distributed monthly has reached a new total of 4800, and over fifty
posters were delivered each month to various churches and schools.
This spreading of devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus is carried on by the generous efforts of
our Knighis of the Blessed Sacrament and Captains of the Sacred Heart.
This youth organization of the Apostleship of Prayer was directed again this year by Fr. Morgan,
Fr. Bennett, and Fr. Fennell.
The officers for the Knights (the junior section) were George Gogue, Prefect, and Namir
al Saigh, Secretary.
The senior officers from amongst the Captains were Fawzi al Dabbagh, Prefect, Riadh al Wakil,
Assistant Prefect, and Muwaffaq Shamun, Secretary.
: mi ii s
Fr. Bennett checks attendance at a meeting.
O F PRAYER t
CAPTAINS OF THE SACRED HEART
'':
Father Fennell and the Fifth Tear Captains of the Sacred Heart
The following fifth year members were awarded promoter's diplomas for the Apostleship of
Prayer in recognition of their work and assistance during the past years :
Fawzi al Dabbagh Majid Shamami Zahir Abbosh
Makram George Iyad Kurukchi Munthar Kamil Gabriel Hindu
Korkis Michael Edmond Kalita Harbi Ibrahim Munib al Shaikh
Gabriel Hindu and Fr. Morgan address a meeting
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Photographers




















Rev. John F. McCarthy, S. J., Moderator , and Officers
Under the very capable direction of Father
John F. McCarthy, the Scientific Academy
enjoyed a very successful year probing new
scientific discoveries, while gaining a grasp
of the many complex phases of the new
space age.
Fr. Banks, S. J., and Fr. Mijf, S. J. assist students seeking library books
Taking advantage of the reading room
COLLECTORS
Until science comes up with some-
thing more durable than paper and ink to
pay tribute to those who deserve it, we
shall have to confine our expression of
gratitude to the boys pictured on this page
in a few short paragraphs. Personnally, if
we had the skill and the money, we would
like to present to each reader of this page
a magnificent bronze statue featuring the
ceaseless labors of these boys in action.
Those of you who have tried to col-
lect money for a worthy cause know the
difficulties involved. Frequently you must
have felt the futility of it all. And yet,
these boys, weekly, for a whole year, have
approached their classmates and, with
charm, tact, and verbal persuasion have
lightened their pocketbooks for the benefit
of those who have nothing. Their smash-
ing success is indicated and gauged by
the huge sums we were able to present to
the Poor of the country and to the needs of the
Missions.
Were you to thank them personally, you
would embarrass them, and for your efforts you
would evoke a remark like this : " But this is my
duty ! " and any further attempt to thank them
would produce one of the most colorful blushes
it would be your good fortune to observe. How-
ever, we do [publicly thank them and "recall '-to
their mind a Divine promise that was made cen-
turies ago : " what you have done for the Poor
you have done for Me... and hence your reward
shall be exceedingly great ". In the name of
all the Poor and as spokesman for the Missions,














Veteran players to answer the call for the
1961-1962 Secondary Basketball team included
Abdullah al-Dabbagh and Sinan Sadiq, (Co-
Captains), and Edward George, who were soon
joined on the starting five by Kamiran al-Dabbagh
and Munsif Aziz. The remainder of the squad
consisted of three 5th year boys, Jamal Yusuf, Ali
al-Oalamchi, and Gaby Hindu, as well as veterans
of intermediate basketball, Aqil Atiyya, Hartyun
Maranjian, Krikor Simonian, and Sahir Elias.
The balance of the team is shown in part by
the scoring averages of the players. In 15 games the
averages were as follows: Kamiran - 10.07, Ab-
dullah - 8.53, Edward - 7.27, Sinan - 6.73, Munsif
(1 1 games) - 8.09. The first team, including Jamal,
who succeeded to Munsif's position when the latter
was unable to play the final two games, did the
lion's share of the playing, especially in the league
games. The substitutes, showed up well in practice
games, and when called on in league competition,
gave their best efforts.
No tribute to the excellent spirit of this team
could be more eloquent than the desire of the
members to continue practicing and playing more
games after the loss to Adhamia had eliminated
them from the Secondary School League. This
they were doing when Al-Iraqi went to press.
On the defensive
'
SECONDARY BASKETBALL TEAM 1961-1962
Left to Right : Fr. Bergen, Coach, Edward George, Krikor Simonian, Aqil Atiyya, Kamiran al-Dabbagh, Sinan Sadiq, Ali Qalamchi, Hartyun
Maranjian, Sahir Elias, Abdullah al-Dabbagh, Jamal Yusuf, Munsif Aziz.
LEAGUE GAMES NON — LEAGUE GAMES
B. C. - Shaab School
won vs. f — Sharqia
























This year's basketball season opened with the cha-
racteristic mark of any sporting event at Baghdad Col-
lege, honest competition. As soon as the call for vo-
lunteers was pinned to the bulletin board, the courts
were crowded with long lines of candidates for the
long hours of practice and the "special bus" for Bab
Shurgi. From among the many called unfortunately
only a few could be chosen to play for Baghdad Col-
lege. The chosen ones played a series of practice games
with Jafaria School and the local club teams composed
of many players from many different schools.
INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL TEAM 1961-1962
Left to right : Fr. Meyding, Coach, Hagop Arshak, Khalid al-Bana. Butros John, Najdat al-Dabbagh, Nabil Nadim
Kneeling : Hraj Melconian, Albert Baba, Ohannes Artin, Varujan Wartkis, Karnik Babaian.
Our successes in these games were equally
balanced by our failures. And what was true of
the practice games was also true of the league
games. The Arfan School was easily defeated but
the Betaween team eliminated Baghdad College from
the lists by a heart breaking three points to end a
season of hard work, good fun, and fine generosity
and spirit. Our short but violent season left us in
firm possession of the demonstrated reality that
defeat, although hard to take, often teaches much
more than victory.
Scrimmaging the Secondary Team


































































































































A 10 6 3
B 7 4 2
C 5 3 1
D 3 2 1







































































10 Meters 89 cm.



















Hikmat Marugil, Nasir Haddad








Ajil al-Athal Nasir Yaqub
1 «•»





















































Standing : George Yuil, Zia Yusuf, Ashur Dick, Shirwan Mufti, Dimitri John, Norman Ibrahim, Albert Baba, Fr. Quinn, S.J.
Kneeling : George Hayrack, Alfred John, Vartkis Hagopian, Sargon Warda, Karnik Babaian, Sabah Faraj, Raman Dick.
ALL-STAR BASEBALL TEAM
Standing: Nabil Hassu, Nabil al-Astrabadi, Nabil Yaqub, Riadh Daud, Ajil al-Hathal, Ali Qalamchi.
Kneeling: Nail al-Hathal, Xahir Abbosh, George Nuri, Sinan Sadiq, Nabil al-Shawwaf, Saad Asad, Saadi al-Bayati.
SCHOOL CHAMPIONS
2 B — Basketball Champions
Singles Tennis Champions
2 D— Baseball Champions




TALLEST OF THE TALL
IN THE PHYSICS LAB
APPRECIATING THE CINEMA






"Oh, what a beautiful morning; oh, what a
beautiful day!" I find everything in this life just
wonderful. Do you know why? Last night I was
thrown out of that hideous, anopholes mosquito,
and put into the body of Mr. Ahmad, while he
was sleep. To me it was exactly like getting out
of prison, from that small hateful, saliva gland
of the mosquito I've come to spend my vacation
in this "red sea" of Mr. Ahmad.
I'm sorry I didn't introduce myself. They call
me "Johnny". I am a male malaria parasite. You
know, I find nothing more entertaining than to
live here, swim whenever I like, and enjoy the
warmth of this red sea, sing and dance, eat, sleep,
and have a good time. This is the real meaning
of life in my opinion.
"Why, look who's here. It's Suzie. Believe
me, she is the prettiest female in my tribe. She was
with me in the anopholes where I asked for her
hand from her father. He was a stubborn old
miser, and wanted a richer one as husband for
his daughter. But love won out. Tomorrow our
engagement will be announced by the ambassador
of the king of parasites. Then a ceremony will take
place in our temple. This temple is hidden in the
pulmonary artery near the right ventricle of poor
Ahmad's heart. There, I shall swear to love and
cherish my dear Suzie. After our union we are
going to live in apt. 3 in a big building in the
stomach suburbs of Ahmadia. We plan to raise
children, and to spend a good deal of our time
with them. Then we shall send them abroad to
spend their vacation on other human continents.
Now what is going on? What's all the fuss
about? Why are all my fellow parasites running
away as if from death itself. Oh what an awful
current is pulling me. Hey! Wait a minute! Where
am I being taken to? This place is new! It's not
one of Mr. Ahmad's arteries. Now watch this. I
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can look through this glass well. So that is
what the humans call a "syringe". Look, I
can see the man holding a syringe in his hand.
He looks much different from me. Must be from
another planet. Look at the jelly balls in his head.
Gosh! He's real tough looking.
Hey! He's dropping me and all my relatives
onto a glass surface. Hey, what's that for? What's
the big idea ? Now he is putting us under an instru-
ment. So that is the "microscope" my grandfather
told me about. Turn off the lights! It's becoming
too hot here! I think I'll take off my coat. But
oh, someone is looking at me through that lens.
Mind your own business will you! Let me use my
right of privacy and disrobe without being regard-
ed by you. Oh, these mirrors blind me!
Where is Suzie? Under that other micro-
scope ? I want to get there to protect her, or to die
with her. See how humanity repeats the tragedy
of Romeo and Juliet under the scope of science.
Trrrrrrrrriiiing ! What's that? Ooooh! It's my
alarm clock announcing 6 o'clock in the morning.
Time to rise. ..and. ..oh. ..parasites... What a dream!
What a hateful life! Know why? I have a biology
exam this morning, and do you know what the
first question will be? What is a malaria parasite!
TALLEST OF THE TALL
BY
GEORGE DAVIDA
It was as I was coming out of the Adminis-
tration building that I had the biggest surprise
of my life. I had no sooner stepped out of the
doorway when I came face to face with the tallest
person I have ever seen. He was six feet nine inches
tall. I stood there gaping at him, and wondering
how in the world did he get there? He was accom-
panied by one of the Fathers and by two other
giants. The Father looked like a midget, com-
pared to them.
They passed on into the Principal's office,
and only then did I recover from my surprise.
I asked one of the Father's, "Who might the giant
be?" And learned that he was one of the players
of the Goodyear Basketball Team touring Iraq.
The other giants were his teammates. The tallest
of the tall was Lloyd Sharrar; the other two Pete
McCaffrey and Bob McLoughlin. They had come
to the school to demonstrate their basketball skills
to our team and to conduct a basketball clinic.
I proceeded to the court to see how this giant
of a man would handle himself on the court. I
wouldn't have missed this opportunity for a
million.
At first the tallest giant just stood watching
our boys practicing amongst themselves. Then one
of our boys threw the ball to him. I thought the
ball was too high. But I was wrong. With a slight
lift of his arm he had the ball right in his hand.
He then dribbled and ran towards the ring, up
went his hand, and the next thing I saw was the
ball being pushed down into the basket. I'll never
forget the way his hand pushed the ball inside the
ring. He hadn't made the slightest move to jump
for this maneuver. He just lifted himself on his
toes, and pushed down on the ball after raising
his arm, and that was it.
I can now imagine why the teams are in such
hot competition for tall players. One thing is that
they don't have to kill themselves reaching for the
basket. Then, there's the advantage of keeping the
ball out of the reach of others, while a shorter man
is apt to have the ball stolen from him more often
than not.
There was one incident that really amused
everyone present. One of our team players is not
very tall, probably five feet two. Well, you can
imagine what he looked like beside the tallness
of Sharrar. Whenever Sharrar got the ball our
shorty would try to lose himself among the other
players, doing his best not to come in contact with
him. What would you have done in his position?
I'll bet that when he first saw Sharrar he must
have thought that either he was shrinking or
everyone else was getting taller and taller.
The bell rang indicating the departure of
the school bus on which I travel. So I left the
court filled with thoughts about my giant friend,
the tallest of the tall.
IN THE PHYSICS LAB
BY
TARICL ANDREA
Today is Monday. The time is 25 minutes
past one. The lunch-recreation period is about to
end. The 5A students are crowded outside the
physics lab door with their "Laboratory Instruc-
tions Manual" in their hands, reading over the
experiments each is about to perform. Every stu-
dent is eager to enter the lab, and to start his
experiment.
Two minutes before the bell rings Fr. Mc-
Carthy, the Physics teacher, and Mr. Salah, his
Lab Assistant, come along deeply engrossed in con-
versation about the experiments. They seem to
pay no attention to the boys around them.
*/Tfv FW».
The bell rings on the dot of half-past one,
and the lab doors are thrown wide open for the
eager students to enter. Each one hurries to his
place for he is anxious to see what apparatus has
been arranged for his next experiment. After the
prayer work on experiments begins.
The Physics lab is in the Science Building.
It is a big room in which there are four long and
wide tables. There is also a small side room for
apparatus, and a dark-room for light experiments.
Apparatus for experiments are pre-arranged on
the long wide tables.
It doesn't take the alert teacher long to dis-
cover that some boys have not read over the ex-
periment beforehand. Before being allowed to
start, these slow-starters must take out their man-
uals forthwith and learn what the experiment is
all about. Some pretend they have read the man-
ual, but in reality they watch what their more
competent neighbors are doing, and try to imitate
them. But all in all, once the experiments are un-
der way, each is absorbed in his own, occasionally
calling upon the instructor to solve some difficulty.
Sometimes the experiments do not make good
progress in the hands of those who have not read
the instructions very well. It is then that the voice
of Fr. McCarthy can be heard berating a careless
boy, "Oh, here's a bright boy who doesn't know
what he's doing!"
Every once in a while a boy complains that
his "friend" is interrupting his calculations. A
look from the Father in enough to make the
"friend" go off mumbling, "No, Father, not me!",
denying his deed with a hurt innocence.
The bell rings declaring that 45 minutes have
elapsed. Here there is a ten minute "break" before
the second lab period begins. This second period
is much like the first except for the last twenty
minutes. As soon as one has finished his experi-
ment he starts on his report. The report must be
written in ink on unlined white paper. Some care-
less students have to do the report three and four
times. When the report is finished it is handed to
the teacher for final approval. With final approval
comes a feeling of deep satisfaction of a job well
done, and one leaves the lab with a great desire




"The Roxy Cinema tonight boys!" advised
Father Charles with great emphasis, "for Shake-
speare's Macbeth is being shown there."
Father Charles realized in common with all
psychologists of our times that students learn
through all their senses, and that seeing and hear-
ing Shakespeare portrayed on the screen could
not fail to impress everlasting lessons and ideals.
It is a well appreciated fact that students,
and their elders alike, enthusiastically add to their
general knowledge through attendance at the
cinema. Otherwise they might ignore as "not
worth the trouble" or "boring", the same stories
and life's situations when presented in book length
form.
I first comprehended this fact when I viewed
on the screen Tolstoy's War and Peace. Never could
I forget the account of Napoleon's tragic march
from Moscow after so vividly seeing it on the
screen. No other medium could have made Joan
of Arc or Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet live
for me.
From Stone Age days on, the value of the
dramatic form has been recognized and appre-
ciated for its effective means of constructive edu-
cation. Only the other day the Al-Nasr Cinema
showed a film entitled The Time Machine. It actual-
ly took one back to 1900 B.C. and then projected
the future of 2000 A.D. The cinema has the power
to entrap you in an Atomic blast. And then it can
carry you to imaginary wonderlands. Through the
medium of the screen I have lived with Hercules,
have crossed the widest oceans, have dived to the
deepest beds of the seas, have been on battered
warships, and have experienced the bitterness of
the battlefield. Anytime you wish to travel, in-
stead of an airticket, buy a ticket to the cinema
and visit all the far away places. Of course you
must be selective of your cinemas lest the conta-
gion and corruption of the age have an unwhole-
some effect on you.
It is recognition of the fact of the value of
audio-visual education that has caused so wide-
spread a use of this medium of transmitting ideas
and ideals. At Baghdad College the value of this
medium is recognized and the students are the
better informed in chemistry, biology, and physics
because of its use. Its entertainment value has not
been neglected, either. And with great wisdom
did Father Charles exhort our English class to
attend the local showing of one of Shakespeare's
better plays. I will always be grateful to him.
, Jesse for
ADVENTURES INTO THE UNKNOWN
by Nabil al-Shawwaf
Man has lived side by side with danger for
millions of years. As long as mankind lives on this
earth he will be accompanied by danger. Why is it
then that the dangers of nature have not wiped
man from the face of the earth ? The answer lies
in man himself. It lies in the fact that man has
battled against danger since time began, and thus
far has overcome it. Man loves danger at times.
He finds it challenging and defying. It challenges
and defies his wits, his strength, and his daring.
As a result man explores, and seeks, and probes
into the darkest corners of the earth, wherein he
finds adventure, thrills, and ever-present danger.
Let us suppose that we are sitting in a time
machine. Let us break the time barrier and travel
through time. Let us go back through the centuries
into the misty past. Here we shall find many ex-
amples of men who have dared, explored, and ex-
ploited. Lost treasures have been found because
men have dared. Africa's jungles have become
known because men have explored. The riches of
the world have been found and exploited because
men have been enterprising and have not backed
away from danger. Literature, poetry, and music
are filled with the lyrics and deeds of men who
have dared to face incredible dangers, and have
lived to tell the tale. Or if they haven't lived, their
deeds have lived after them.
Science opens up another field for our specul-
ation. This is a vast and still relatively unexplored
territory. We have made great inventions and dis-
coveries in chemistry, physics and medicine. There
is more yet to be made. New drugs
and medicines are being discovered
all the time. New methods and
new machines periodically come
into being which greatly aid our
daily life, and make it especially
easy to travel. These achievements
have been made in the various fields
of science because men have met the
challenges, and have faced the dan-
gers, and have persevered to victo-
rious discoveries in all branches of
science. What seemed quite impos-
sible a few centuries ago, is now
not only possible, but commonplace.
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Man flies like a bird in his plane and space
ship. He swims like a fish in his submarine. He
conquers space and even manages bilocation by
means of television.
And now man has come to his greatest chal-
lenge, that of outer space. As he has met other
challenges he will meet this one, and conquer.
Rockets and spaceships will be prepared for safe
travel. Training for the mental and physical
demands of space travel will be made. The day
of man's conquest of outer space is nearer than
most of us think, for man sees the dangers involved
and, as he has before in history, he will face the
dangers, and conquer.
There can be no other way. For as long as
man lives there will be danger. And as long as
there is danger, man will seek adventure. He will
explore. He will gain in knowledge and experience.
He will conquer not only his competitors, but also,






One of the noticeable trends during the past
two decades has been the increasing demand for
civil engineers. This science, civil engineering,
has been called the basis of modern civilization.
Test this fact! Imagine a city without transpor-
tation systems, without railways, highways and
airports, without a water supply system—including
dams and pipelines, and without a system for col-
lecting, treating and ridding a city of the industrial
and other waste materials ! Imagine a city without
factories, schools, and university buildings! And
what do you have? A primitive, rural, agricultural,
under-developed area.
In its conventional aspects civil engineering
deals with the planning, designing, and construc-
tion of various structures which are beneficial to
mankind as a help to a better way of living, and
as a means of conquering the elements of nature.
To become a successful and competent civil engi-
neer a working mastery of the basic sciences of
mathematics and physics is a prerequisite. One
who possesses this mastery will enter into his future
engineering studies with a glow of satisfaction for
he will feel a sense of accomplishment, and will
envision with a victorious sense of challenge the
problems to be solved, and the constructions of the
future that he will have a part in creating.
A student of civil engineering must be aware
of his nation's expanding economy. He keeps an
eye on various projects and many constructional
undertakings. Then he will know where he best
fits into the scheme of things, and can aim for
work consonant with his talents and tastes.
In Iraq, with its expansion of industries, there
is a heavy reliance on the skills of the trained civil
engineer. Expenditures for construction projects
cut heavily into the national budget, and in order
to obtain the most for its money the government
will look for and pay well the man best-trained
for the job.
Hence the civil engineer has ample oppor-
tunity- for work with the government, with power
companies, and with many expanding private
organizations. Also there is the chance of work
with foreign companies expanding their invest-
ments. Thus there is a whole range of employment
opportunities that shows no signs of being filled
due to the shortage of competent trained civil
engineers.
Courses in civil engineering are offered in the
local universities, and more and more men are
being trained for positions of responsibility in the
field of civil engineering. But a four year course
is hardly preparation enough for the responsibil-
ities of life, limb and finance he must face. So in
addition to his technical training a civil engineer
spends an apprenticeship with other trained and
experienced men who know their business and
sciences. In going through such training the future
engineer becomes aware of the motives driving
him on. He realizes that he is not only making a
livelihood, but he is helping his fellow man to a
better way of life. He brings a safety to thousands
who use his highways, bridges, and buildings. He
saves many from the dangers of flood conditions
by the construction of solid and secure dams. He
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You can believe us if you try us once.
PROMPT DELIVERY CLEAN PRINTING MODERATE PRICES






Best quality of all kinds of Stationery
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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A PASSENGER FROM ROME WRITES:
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excellent in every way - a splendid




and the food delicious • • •




a photocopy "an he obtained from KLM.
dept LE The Hanue The Netherlands
Photograph taken on board a KLM DC 8 flight
KLM offers 4 times a week connec-
tion from Bagdad and Basrah to














WHETHER YOU TRAVEL FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
ORIENTOURS
WILL SOLVE ALL YOUR TRAVEL DIFFICULTIES
Travel - Tours - International - Transport - Shipping - Forwarding -
Foreign Exchange - Customs Clearance - Air Freight
Head Office
445/1 Rashid Street, Baghdad - IRAQ, Phones Nos. 6251-84253-87751




Agents & Correspondents : THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
The Orient Travel Corporation - "ORIENTOURS 55
Members of the International Air Transport Association (I.A.T.A.)
Members of the AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.S.T.A)
Members of the International Federation of Travel Agencies (F.I.A.V.)
Members of the WORLD ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (W.A.T.A)
Members of the ARAB ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.A.T.A.)
GENERAL AGENTS FOR :
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IMPORTER EXPORTER
Specialized in legal questions affecting Customs, Duties, Import Licences, etc.
Agent for FORSTER & SABBAGH Co. and LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT Co.
and other well known firms





EARNESTLY BEG COD'S BLESSING ON
THE CLASS OF 1962
THROUGH MARY OUR IMMACULATE MOTHER
CONGRATULATIONS
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DIESEL ENGINES ROAD GRADERS
comprehensive range of spare parts and extensive service facilities are
available under the supervision of factory trained personnel,
All repairs are carried out in workshops which are fully equipped
with modern tools.
DEALERS IN IRAQ
JOHN BIRCH & CO., (IRAQ) LTD
ENGINEERS
INCORPORATED IN ENGLAND
MOSUL KIRKUK BAGHDAD KUT BASRA
LONDON OFFICE COTTS HOUSE
CAMOMILE STREET E.C. 3
Telephones Office 31166, 31167
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American Chain & Cable Co.
U.S.A.



























VICTORY SQUARE, SA'ADUN STREET - BAGHDAD
TEL: 81459
Leonard - Refrigerators, Air Conditioners, Washing Machines
Zenith - Radio-Television
His Master's Voice - Radio-Television
Marconiphone - Radios, Radio-Grams
Magic Chef - Gas Ranges
Tandberg - Tape Recorders
Air Coolers





OVERLOOKING THE TIGRIS RIVER
AIR-COOLED BEDROOMS,
LOUNGE, BAR AND DINING ROOMS
ALL ROOMS WITH PRIVATE BATH
Telegram : A L Z I A Telephones : 82462, 4808
ANDREA'S PHARMACY




L. FORSTER & SABBAGH COMPANY DRUG STORES
Rashid Street — BAGHDAD — Tel. : 81247
(Adjacent to Ministry of Commerce)
Telegraphic address : RETSROF Baghdad
Sole Agents for :
MAY AND BAKER LIMITED, Dagenham, Essex.
PHARMACEUTICAL SPECIALITIES (MAY AND BAKER) LTD., Dagenham, Essex.
THE CROOKES LABORATORIES LTD., London.
ROBERT YOUNG AND COMPANY, LTD., (Disinfectants and Sheep Dips), Glasgow.
LONDON RUBBER (INDUSTRIES), LTD., London.
LES LABORATOIRES MIDY, Paris.
VERNON AND COMPANY, LTD., Preston.
P. BEIERSDORF AND COMPANY, A- G, Hamburg (NIVEA Products).
CHANCE BROTHERS LIMITED. — Birmingham.
CHAS. F. THACKRAY, LTD., Leeds.
LABORATOIRES VIFOR S. A., Geneva
G. REAUBOURG et Cie, Boulogne-sur-Seine, France.
ETHICON LIMITED, Edinburgh.
THE DISTILLERS GO. (Biochemicals) LTD., Liverpool and London.
GALE, BAISS AND CO. LTD., London.
ANDREWS LIVER SALT.
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SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR IRAQ
AMERICAN AUTOMOTIVE CO.
HEIRS OF C BOUKATHER
Republic Street
BAGHDAD






Prestolite Universal Regulators offer broad coverage
quick turn-over and good profit .
.
.
Prestolite Universal Voltage Regulators are big profit items . . .
and it takes only 12 models for broad coverage on many cars and light trucks.
And, like all Prestolite products, they are precision engineered.
Contacts- -the heart of the regulator—are made of either tungsten or
silver alloy for longer life. Other features are: Positive temperature compensation,
stainless steel coil springs, cadmium plated base, soldered wiring connections,
cork gaskets. Easv to install . . . original equipment quality.
CONTACT SETS ALTERNATORS WIRE and CABLE ARMATURES
ROTORS
PRESTOLITE . . . WORLD-WIDE SYMBOL OF ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE
THE ELECTRIC AUTOLITE COMPANY
Toledo 1, Ohio, U. S. A.
Export Sales: G E O N • Great Neck • New York
Prestolite Products are now made in Mexico, Brazil, Argentina and Venezuela






UCOSIDER - BELGIUM - STEEL
Ste. Ame. JOHN COCKERILL - BELGIUM. Steel Railway Sleepers.
COMPTOIR DES ACIERIES BELGES - BELGIUM. — Rails.
LA BRUGEOISE ET NIVELLES - BELGIUM. Railway Railing Stock.
Soc. Gen. Des Minerals, S.A. — BELGIUM
Tin, Copper, Lead
Comblemetal — Phenix Works — BELGIUM
Galvanized Steel Sheets, Tinplates
Ferblatil — BELGIUM
Cold Rolled Steel Sheets, Tinplates
Laminoirs de Longtain, S.A. — BELGIUM
Steel Window Sections
Dansk Cement Central — DENMARK
White Cement — Gempexo
Photo -Produits Gevaert, S.A. - - BELGIUM
Photographic Goods
Voigtlander - - GERMANY
Precision & Amateur Cameras
Chas. Mackinlay & Co. Ltd. - - ENGLAND
Whisky
Associated Paint Manufacturers Ltd. — ENGLAND
Paints
Carrers Limited — ENGLAND
The famous Craven "A" Cigarettes
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J.P. BAHOSHY & CO. W. L L
CAPITAL PAID I. D. 60,000
BAHOSHY BUILDING, SINAK
South Gate, Baghdad. Telephone No. 81610
W. S. Barron & Son Ltd., Gloucester
R. Hudson Ltd. Leeds
S. A. M. I. C. Malines
Myford Engineering Co. Ltd. Beeston Nttghm
Mulcott Beling Co. Bradford
Oster Manufacturing Co. Cleveland Ohio




Light Railways Material & Wagons
Brick Making Machinery
Precision Lathes & Craftsmen Carpenter Mchy.
Machine Belting
Pipe screwing Machinery & screwing Tackle
Abrasives & Grinding Wheels
Hydraulic Thrust Boring Machine & AccessoriesE. Pass & Co. Ltd. London
Rheinstahl Eisenwerke - Gelsenkirchen A. G. Cast Iron Pipes & Specials
V. A. G. Mannheim Valves Hydrant etc.
James Taylor (England) Shipbuilders
Morrison Marshall Ltd. LONDON Mitchell lathes and Machine Tools
Brades Nash Tyzack (sales) Ltd., Birmingham Hardware and Assorted Hand Tools







A.J. AL SHEKHLY AND PARTNERS Co.
( W. L L.
)
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ
412-1 Rashid Street — Tel.: 82241
MAT NO. P-24 Baghdad, Iraq — Cable : PHEBADAL
114 AL IRAQI
UNITED CHEVROLET Co. W.L.L.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ
FOR
BUICK and CHEVROLET Cars and Trucks
DEALERS IN :
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, LUBRICATING OILS AND GREASES,
TYRES AND TUBES, REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING.
HEAD OFFICE: AL RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD
Branches: BASRAH — MOSUL
T.A.: «TAXI, BAGHDAD
»
Telephone: 87121, 83516, 80300
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Finest Iraq Date Products
MANUFACTURED BY I'lOM I Its l\ THE lit IQ DATE 1MHSIIM
ORIGINATOR OF THE FAMOUS
«ASFAR'S DATE CUBES
»
AND OWNERS OF THE WORLD KNOWN
«BLACK SWAN BRAND »
Some of our Numerous Products Include :
WALNUT and ALMOND DATE CUBES
WALNUT and GINGER DATE CAKES




A CHOICE DATES and ASSORTED NUTS
R
DATE SYRUP
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COME TO COKER'S FOR
LISTER-BLACKSTONE Diesel Engines, Generating Sets, Welding Sets, and Pumps.
B.I.C.C. Cables, Distribution Systems, Power Capacitors.
A.E.I. Turbine Plant, Electric Motors, Alternators, Transformers and Switchgears.
HEENAN & FROUDE Engine Testing Equipment and Water Coolers.
"INDIA" Motor Vehicle Tyres and Tubes.
I.W.E.L. Industrial Waste Handling and Procession Plant, Abbattoirs etc.
"PARKER" Crushers, Belt Loaders and Conveyors, Asphalt Plants, Mixers etc.
"DAGENITE" Motor Vehicle and Storage Batteries.
"PYRENE" Fire Extinguishers, Crash Tenders, Fire Engines etc.
"CASTROL" Oils and Greases, Brake Fluids, Cutting Oils, Mold Oils etc.
WEATHERILL Loading Shovels, Petrol or Diesel Engined, 2 or 4 wheel drive.
WORTHINGTON-SIMPSON Pumps, Air Compressors etc.
Your enquiries are welcomed
W.J. COKER & COMPANY (W.L.L)
P. O. Box No. 93 Muaskar Al Rashid - Baghdad
TELEPHONE : Head Office and Stores 99091 - 99092
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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This man is a fw>
PHI LI bra MY/V
The bibulous new Rotarv Action 'Philishave' is the world";
lop-selling dry shavei There is- a reason lor tins It is, quite
simply, that the 'Philishave' is the finest shaving instrument evef
And Because the 'Philishave' makes a man look -
Modern women




and feel - successful Because the 'Phihsha\e' shaves closely,
brilliantly, without ever pulling the bristles; leaving a man's face
glowing with health and comfort -
the face of a successful man ! . •
Get yourself a 'Philishave' today.
From you to you - or from her to
you - the 'Philishave' is the best possible
present at any season of the year.
For men who travel, who
go on holiday. Philips
bring the Philips Battery
Shaver
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS:





ALL TYPES OF PASSENGER, GIANT,
EARTHMOVER, GRADER,





VARIOUS TYPES OF CUSHIONS FOR FURNITURE,
CINEMA SEATS ETC,
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ,
ABED CO. W.L.L.
MAIN OFFICE : MUASKER AL RASHID ROAD, BAGHDAD
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LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT S. A.
ESTABLISHED 1930
TRANSPORTERS, SHIPPING AGENTS,
FORWARDERS, PACKERS, CUSTOMS BROKERS
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ, SYRIA and LEBANON
© SHIPPING CORRESPONDENTS :







Schenker and Co., G. M. B. H.,
Germany.




Direct Regular Sailings between U. S.
Atlantic Ports and Arab Gulf Ports.
Direct Regular Sailings between North
European and Arab Gulf Ports.
Direct Regular Sailings between Japan and
other Far East Ports and Arab Gulf Ports
Express Freight Service Germany/Iraq.
World Wide Shipping Service.
Survey Reports issued for goods insured




DAMASCUS, ALEPPO, TRIPOLI, BAGHDAD, BASRAH, MOSUL,
KHANAQIN, TEHERAN, TABRIZ, KHORRAMSHAHR, KERMANSHAH,
AHWAZ, BANDAR-SHAHPOUR, ARAK.
THROUGH BILLS OF LADING ISSUED TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
IMPORTERS - CONTRACTORS - WHOLESALE DEALERS






F. & A. TAWFIK YONAN
KHASSAKI MOSQUE SQUARE BAGHDAD, IRAQ.
Telephone No. 4937 Telegraphic add. « YONAN Baghdad
124 A L IRAQI
PHILCO












L & D MANGASARIAN fW.L.L.
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A. B. SVENSKA METALLVERKEN
Aluminium cables, copper wires and overhead conductors
AVON
Types and inner tubes
THE HAWKER SIDELEY BRUSH INTERNATIONAL Ltd.
BRUSH, MIRRLEES, McLAREN, PETTER, FULLER
Switchgear, Generating sets, industrial & marine engines
ELECTROLUX
Kerosene, & electrically operated refrigerators
vacuum cleaners, floor polishers
INGERSOLL-RAND
Air compressors, and compressed air equipment
PERKINS
Diesel engines — automotive industrial, and marine
ROOTES GROUP
Hillman, Humber, Sunbeam Cars
Commer Trucks, Tippers and pickups
ROVER Go. Ltd.




MIDDLE EAST CARS & TRANSPORT Co. W.L.L.
SOUTH GATE
Capital ID 120,008/— (Fully Paid Up)
ESTABLISHED 1946
( Stores & Showroom 4394
T . Office 86656-86657Tel i
J
Management 88110
{ Service Station 97448
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SOLE AGENTS IN IRAQ: UNDUETSCH TRADING CO. (W.L.L.)






The five times new top camera
Here are the five marvellous novelties of the
CONTAFLEX super: 1. coupled exposure meter — pointer
visible in the finder and on the camera body. 2. novel
exposure dial to set the exposure in the taking position.
3. three-component finder — subject, distance and expo-
sure can be controlled at a glance. 4. wide range of photo-
graphic applications — wide angle and stereo shots,
life-size close ups at 1 : 1, tel attachements now to 400 mm
focal length. 5. rapid lever wind and rewind crank— quick
shooting sequence and accellerated film change. Plus the
famous CONTAFLEX advantage: the finder shows the
true picture life-size, brilliantly clear, unreversed,
unaffected by the exposure meter needle and free from any
parallax no matter what lens is used on the camera!
Contaflex:
ZEISS IKON
Sole Agents in IRAQ.:
UNDUETSCH TRADING
CONTAFLEX — the camera for connoisseurs and experts
Further technical advantages: ZEISS TESSAR f/2.8
50 mm, bayonet mount for accessory lenses, dust protected
SYNCHRO COMPURE shutter speeded to 1/500 sec. -
two-cassette system for rapid change-over from 35 mm
black and white to colour film in daylight, removable back.
Two other new models: CONTAFLEX rapid, as
CONTAFLEX super but without exposure meter.







The new "Swing-Needle" SINGER AUTOMATIC
most versatile of all sewing machines !
Here is truly the most advanced of all sewing machines — a Swing Needle* Automatic Machine that
takes hard work, handwork, and guesswork out of sewing !
No counting stitches. No tricky adjustments. With the Automatic you get a set of clever "FASHION
Discs " each marked with a picture of the basic decorative stitch it produces.
Just slip the Disc you want on your SINGER Automatic. Then watch your machine turn out either
arrowheads, dominoes, scallops, zigzags ... an endless variety of stitch variations — completely automatically.
It's a marvel for decorative work. The Discs also save you hours on every step of dressmaking from
overcasting seams to shaping scalloped collars.
Finest straight stitching, too ! Each Disc will also do the basic, perfect straight stitching so essential
to home sewing . . . the kind of stitching for which all SINGER Sewing Machines are famous the world over.
See this new Slant-o-matic . . . discover the most nearly human sewing machine ever designed.
Whether its notions, repairs, sewing lessons . .
.
whatever your sewing need call or visit
:
The SINGER Sewing Machine C°






IBRAHIM J. SAAD & FILS
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THORN ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
LONDON, ENGLAND
Distributors








RASHID STREET - - BAGHDAD
Opposite FETTO'S PHARMACY
Telephone : 87803







Tel. : 83135, 83136, 83139
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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.11 products developed in
the »0o#e*« laboratories after
extensive clinical trials are con-
sidered as outstanding scien-
tific achievements. In the hands
of the medical profession they
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SURGEON DENTIST for BAGHDAD COLLEGE
CHURCH STREET — BAGHDAD
NWW : SjL*!1jjilj Tel.: Clinic --81911
WtoA : j£~l! Residence -- 92458
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YOUR SPORTS RESULTS WILL MATCH WITH YOUR
EFFORTS WHEN WEARING THESE
JUMBO GYM SHOES
Made from superior Duck
by craftsmen under expert guidance
and supervision in White,
Brown or Grey colour.













for those who want the best
Since the days when it pioneered
miniature photography,
LEICA has been regarded by experienced
photographers as the ultimate goal
— the key to better pictures.
This is not only because the LEICA
jS a master-piece of precision,
but because it has exclusive features
which have been designed and built for
fast, accurate, and versatile work.
People everywhere recognize this
— a fact proven by the evidence
that most LEICA cameras
are purchased upon the recommendation
of Leica owners.
Ask anyone who owns a LEICA
Our technical staff is at your service
to recommend the most suitable LEITZ
— microscopes and other optical





















For information and jet bookings consult:
BAGHDAD: B. O. A. C. Skender Stephan Bldg., Sadoon St.,
opposite Baghdad Hotel Tel. : 86446 83346 - 83284





BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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The Times Printing and Publishing Public Shareholding Company,





THE FINEST IN TOWN — AIR CONDITIONED THROUGHOUT
COURTEOUS SERVICE IN
BAR — TEAROOM — RESTAURANT
AND EUROPEAN CUISINE
ALL 60 ROOMS WITH BATHROOM
AND 7 COMFORTABLE SUITES
136 AL IRAQI
Aejltimmah travel bureau
















— Whether you travel by air, sea or land, you
will find us most pleased to solve all your travel
problems and extend our services to meet your
requirements to your full satisfaction.
— Arrangements are made for group and indi-
vidual tours inside Iraq as well as abroad.
AGENTS FOR
CUNARD LINES HOME LINES




AGFA MOVEX 88 L
CRESCENT PHOTO STORES
A.ABB0SH&C0.
354/1 RASHID STREET BAGHDAD



















Men who guide the destinies of the




The Rolex Oyster Perpetual
—culmination of three Rolex
triumphs. In 1910 Rolex gained
their first Official Timing Certi-
ficate/or a wrist-chronometer. In
1926 Rolex invented the Oyster
watch-case, the first truly water-
proof case in the zcorld and still
the finest. In 1 93 J Rolex in-
vented the first rotor self-winding
mechanism. A new refinement of
this Perpetual rotor potters the





in the history of
Time measurement
You know their names as you
know your own. You know their
faces from a thousand newspaper
photographs, their life stories from a
hundred magazine articles. You have
seen them and heard their voices
on newsreels and on your television
screen. Their actions and decisions
influence the pattern of our lives.
We cannot mention their names,
or show pictures of them. It would
not be fitting to do so, for they in-
clude royalty, the heads of states,
great service commanders. But we
invite you to look carefully at the
next pictures that you see of them,
at their wrists as well as their faces
and clothes. You will notice that in
almost every case they wear a wrist-
watch. That watch will most likely
have been made by Rolex of Geneva.
We are proud of the service given
by Rolex watches to so many emin-
ent men. It is scarcely necessary to
point out that the performance of
these watches is, in the highest
degree, accurate and dependable.
The Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust,
the most remarkable achievement in watch-
making. Every Datejust is azvarded an
Official Timing Certificate by a Swiss Insti-
tute for Official Timekeeping Tests with the
mention "Especially good results." This
accuracy is protected by the famous Oyster
case, guaranteed 100% waterproof to a
depth of 165 feet under water. The zvatch is
self-wound by the Perpetual rotor mechan-
ism and the date is shown on the dial,
changing instantaneously every midnight,





THE ROLEX WATCH COMPANY LIMITED (Founder, H. Wilsdorf), geneva, Switzerland; i green st., mavfair, London, w.i; the American rqlex watch
CORPORATION, 580 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK; THE ROLEX WATCH COMPANY LIMITED, VICTORY BUILDING, TORONTO
THE SWISS WATCH Co., LTD.
Semiramis Bldg - Rashid Street - Baghdad - Tel 7476
<£,£&"#




AUTOMATIC CONTROLS FOR AIR CONDITIONING
and REFRIGERATION PLANTS
Sole Agents :
L. & D. MANGASARIAN (W.L.L.)




Registered Company for River Transport
Freight booked on through bills of Lading for
Through (Overside), Transferred, and Local Cargoes
Special Quotations offered for large shipments
Sea-going transportation in the Arab Gulf between
Basra, Kuwait, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia
OWNERS OF BRICK FACTORIES
Owners of Machine Bricks
Factories and Suppliers
Owners of large farms and real Estate
Head Office: BASRA Branches: AMARAH, Baghdad
Bankers: British Bank of the Middle East, Eastern Bank,
Ottoman Bank, Arab Bank and Rafidain Bank
Cables: "Al-Shaikh" Basrah, Amarah and Baghdad
Code: Bently's
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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A.J. SHEKHLY AND PARTNERS Co.
(W.L.L
)
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ,
412-1 Rashid Street — Tel. : 82241
Baghdad, Iraq — Cable : PHEBADAL
(( ?&_*--« J-J2.AJ [*jk* t-^Uxv^l ))
Eastern Distillery & Products Co., W.L.L.
(Successor to J. D. MESSAYEH DISTILLERY)
12/40 Ras el Qurya Street, Baghdad (Iraq)
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BRITISH STEEL PILLING Co. Ltd.
Steel Sheets, Piling, Pile Driving Plant.
BRIDGEWATER WIRE ROPE WORKS Ltd.
"Bridgebrand" Wire Rope.
COWANS SHELDON & Co. Ltd.
CLYDE CRANE & BOOTH Ltd.
'All Types of Cranes"a
HARLAND & WOLFF Ltd.
Diesel Engines, Generating Sets.
MAY & HASSELL Ltd.
"Timber Merchants"
McCALLS & Co. (SHEFFIELD) Ltd.
"Matobar" Welded Fabric Reinforcement.
MECHANS LIMITED.
Pressed Steel Water Thanks and Fittings.
MERRYWEATHER & SONS Ltd.
Fire Engines and Fire Fighting Appliances.
UNITED STEEL GROUP OF COMPANIES Ltd.
Steel and All Steel Products.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES (EXPORT) LTD.
< Incorporated in England >
A SUBSIDIARY COMPANY OF IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
IRAQ BRANCH - BAGHDAD
Industrial Chemicals
Dyestuffs, Pigments and Resins
Fertilizers, Plant Protection and Pest Control Products
Plastic Raw Materials (Moulding Powders) and 'Perspex' Acrylic Sheet
Leather Cloth
Paints and Finishes — Decorative and Industrial
Non-Ferrous Metals
Drugs and Pharmaceuticals (Medical and Veterinary)
Commercial Explosives
Sporting Ammunition
Laboratory Glassware, Equipment and Fine Chemicals
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THE IRAQ BUILDING MATERIALS
PUBLIC SHAREHOLDING COMPANY,
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Facing Bricks Hollow Bricks & Blocks &
Partition Tiles.
Centrifugally Spun Concrete Pipes. Precast
Concrete Paving Slabs & Kerb Stones.
ALL PRODUCED AT THE COMPANY'S
MODERN WORKS IN BAGHDAD
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Deutsche Linoleum — Werke A. G. Bietigheim
MP Locks, Hinges, Bolts, etc. for doors & windows
MG locks for doors & furniture
Carbon Bruches for all industrial purposes
Carbon for cinema
Conveyor & Industrial Beltings-Hoses for all purposes
Electric and Hand Tools
Curtain Decorative Bands, Rails & all the relative fittings
Locks, Fitting, Slides, Handles, Edges, etc. for steel furnitures
All Fittings, Lock, Decorations for furniture
Complete Show-cases & Show-windows in anodised aluminium for ships
Slides & Sliding Doors for all purposes
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Think for a moment of the many choices
we make in life which are determined
by our confidence in somebody's expe-
rience.
Choice in important things, like selec-
ting a doctor, a lawyer, or a friendly
advisor. In less important things, like
having something repaired. In even
minor, everyday, personal problems,
where we want wise guidance.
So deeply ingrained is this basis for
choice in all our actions, it comes as no
surprise when so many experienced
travelers say that this is why, when they
fly overseas, they put their trust in Pan
American.
For Pan American is "The World's
Most Experienced Airline"— in years
of flying over the seven seas— in every
type of transport plane— in fine mecha-
nics who maintain these planes— in pilots
and engineers who fly and navigate
them— in services to care for you before
you embark, while on your flight, and
when you land. All under the high
discipline of U. S. flight standards.
A Pan American traveler is a confident
traveler, reposing his trust in these years
of experience in getting you from here
to there— comfortably, dependably,
serenely.
It's a great experience to fly ivith
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BOX 21 I BAGHDAD, IRAQ
Al-Hikma University is located in Zafaraniya, twenty
minutes by car from South Gate on the main road from
Baghdad to Kut.
At present Al-Hikma University offers two four-
year programs of study, one leading to the Bachelor of
Science degree in business administration, and one to
the Bachelor of Science degree in civil engineering.
Instruction, except in Arabic literature courses, is in
English. Both programs of study are similar to those
offered in colleges and universities in the Unites States
and are of the same standard.
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Back Row, left to right: Gabriel Hindu, Saad Salih
Abdi, Iyad Kurukchi, Sahir Elias, Naif al-Hathal, Ajil ah
Hathal, Basim Yusuf, Fatallah Yusufani.
Fifth Row, (standing apart) — Imad al-Qazwini, Joseph
Jurgi, Hagop Arshak — , Joseph Said, Muayyad Kadhim,
Hartyun Maranjian, Hasan Q Hasan, Raad A-Qadir,
Joseph Abukathir, Arshak Yusuf, Muhammad Ali, Hikmat
Aziz, Muhammad Ali, Sabah al-Ubaidi.
Fourth Row: Nabil al-Rawi, Jalal Bonjukian, Raad Bunni,
Krikor Simonian, Kamiran al-Dabbagh, Aqil Atiyya, Walid
Dabbuni, Majid A-Latif, Muhammad Mustafa, Khalis
Mahmud.
Third Row: Ohannes Yaghazarian. Nadim Matti.
Nabil Yusuf, Zuhair Jamil, Joseph Finan, Razzuq Faraj,
Ali al-Shawi, Muhannad al-Qazwini, Usama al-Raihani,
Daud Sarsam, Nadim Zabbouni.
Second Row: Khairy Salim, Melcon Kaspar, Nabil
Tariq, Zir A-Rahman, Adil Shaya, Sami Khairulla, George
Gogue, Edmund Paulus, Ghandi Shemdin, Fattah Muham-
mad Ali, Haqi al-Janabi, Nabil Khalaf, Nadir Abbas. Dilair
Armaghani, Berj Turabian, Luay Tappouni.
First Row: Walid Michael, Saman al-Qazzaz, Garabet
Atanossian, Tawfiq al-Bassam, Dhari al-Khayun, A-Qadir
al-Bassam, Faiz Qazanji, Fr. Mahan, S.J., Fr. Sheehan, S.J.,
Amour George, Saad al-Hemdani, Kirmanj Talibani,
Francis Ewaz, Hanna Shlaimun, Mazin Baithun, Usamaddin
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cTb <J*iJj*- <_jSI ' j-^" u"^ -5 ^^' ' J=* cr^W- V^' ' a-^^1 -V.^" ^' : <-*^
iL) yS\ AelyLII . >U:S^ /JUaJ CjI) i_jlJ j_js>- i_j^I JyJI olii^l ^jJ J ^f ^aO i_J^fl JUsLj As-^l J_c JJjJL. x_JI
^y&y ^jaji j i v^yi ^i-i
i*JSjSb\ AlJl J*>1>- J_J . ApIc" fOj (Jzij* J^"*"'* <j'* ^ «J*^ -^ ,i^- *-
jy^l J^^aJl t-jJi ^l la—* J**l-I fjr-^l j ^jji ^^4 5al mt I \\\\
3ajaJ-l ^JL^iaJl «a * J^i-I a* aJL^ 3a^ ^jJt^J ij . Li Us X A * r,* aJj>AI ik-^dl
J j . UL>- \^}~.$- CJIS" l^*i;.« jl i], t I^jLU- 7-U&JI ^^^J3- *4j*^V' ^' <j"*i->
jij AjjrJiSo'Vl a*!) I
(
-«jjaJ AjjiJ £*!/££ J, I a*- 111 (Jj^il a>-1>- laSj* ;w»I Sa?-^ a;~-
Saiy JlWI j^lj . ^y^-JI J^jt-Jil aI^IS'iiaI^U)) olju£ J^^cu-I 3jj^ jz- di-i c£> J|3
. LSiwll (j «a^.i olpjyXv« !*j^*i
jcitl j J/iM .j^JI v^ J^ y ^J-i ouL- v^'
^5*
^j-UI ij^p J ^^UaJI j j£ J_>*L« ^2
a laii J J^tj*^ <£y&\ -V^ Ji^ 1 ji^' OVS" % ^ "i > / ^1 • S^oJI a;JI J*>U
. & jU&*^! &U1 J^&*»l : 4ibf Slitfofl r-^l 4-*-l;aJI i;JI dJjj y^l Jj . *'•**> yT




rr 4 &j^ ¥
C&.JJJ^ Ui^j*!« Ol^-jj* 1 i>* Ji*** iLil *^J
Jl ojUaJ-i oJIa <-j^j ^5 j>S*l J>*^' r^y.i
JUJl , J.Lj J IS" jJU t *.\JUJJ A^JLaJj JUJl ^yJI ^aI
«-\
c
UA3 ^-Ul oli*j" jlS"lS~ -«U) ^ki jlwU aLu- J *L*Jj
.a-tJj J-«Jl 4-»Jj>- Liu- ^ l^jJ -A-o I^JlS" IJI i^>-l ^J >Aj jj
*jJLi [£ 2ulp 3^X9 Lia*j 1)1 aIL**^ t/a*J JLj ^Ij
.
jyf- jj\ : UIS^IJLa v» : J Us k-j^xp ^r^j Mi*4
jr.Uji jjC- ji *y«ii o^ir . aii Sm aji v : ju$
• Jj>. <-k J^ ^ aS3i J ;p
(jlz-5y) ^W*****' J-
4
: Jl«i?CJl jjJ ^y : l^a^'V JU9
^>t*9 .JjjVI j^» : JU* Y CJl ajI ^y» : _y>-*^J J Ui
• Icr^ J^ iwJu9 *^ cJao
•jM (o-^-^ jjiuii) JjjJi Ja3! ft _r
. AlP frUJCUx ill jj.*j
jll-xJl J J*jlaj JwaX*ll ^-L*)l a>LU-M jlS" — 1
. U*>l>-j a*9:> l^JU- -5 1 (Jj^-i iji (V Cju JLj Ju>-I jAj
^Jj CJlS" : JUs Y Oi~*j^ jy^ ^ ^ ^ :^-~;^ J^
\hjp- ^A^ j^ h : JjJL <JyJI j£*l jl ' ji>-^ — °
. « I Xs> aJ CJ>S"
• • ft
^5 J?LiJ JS.J Aixji.' a^^UJI Av2.*J' j-1 !^! <1~~juj
6 Idl, JUJl Jp Ji^Jl Jli^lj tOyJl jUai^l ^L-£
. Ajwlil A^-b^ J Aj
. juJi IJ.A j~a.i&i ..
r
Juts (. aUJ? jji ifljs Ac- j I *^-*iJl t_JyJl Ac-
ijJUJI olS^^-l *L-j^Ji *L>j^!i jJ*^UIj «-UL^I iJ^*j
UpVI j. jS ^ap l^j iJjU IT lr yi ^j>*jc±\ Jp
OUU- O-J^Jl A^^LJI Av2.^)I ^P Sj\9 jj ; « wU; j
(JaJbit j *\<UJ1 j^j jS"L.1j (j-jl^li J^L-il j JU!l
il>J V o^S'^UpLj 4Pj.*o ^_«;S\il *^ (j »-Uli JjLJ)
<^J^\^ y>J^\j AiJJj (V^l fjk Lp A^Jl -<2^j Jj
AjlyJ-j ^yjli!lS"^jUlj /»ji*Jl 5-yi tjftl^ die5,
Jj
(^>LJ-j d\UJ^ «-L^.^x]lj AJJL^aJji (jia^«|i Ai«J.iJj v_JaJj
dJJi *\f? /y OLtii . U^cj JL^jllj A^xij ^J^-Ji
jljJlS" ajCJUJI a^\ asUj Jl C~a^ : aIS:—» SjUi?-
Jij . OwU-l ^-JyJl AiUj* .Aj-^-J ^jlij jUj^llj r*y^li
' «^>-*yi ^JJJJ^I A^JI (J jj? ji\ ojUaJ-l sJli jlS"
oUijll iji^ jf L*}i * i—jy«]l L^.*.si»j III oUijll
<JM f TY
Ja )) : ^_^SsJ! jlyjJl ^ ^ ji dZi . s.\{*.]\j JUJl jli ^y
« jjt-
:
lj j ^~\\ J< OyJl ^iJjk'l? 4^ j^~- *5Jb'l JlJj
>~~ Jj . MpijS \y~~»\) ^~<J.i wydl Jj»-Ji¥
A j£* ij^2.iJ^la-Jij V.j^r' J5""!? -**!? ^.JJ^J (J^
^Jip aJj^ l^^ili JUJl *U^>1 ^J j^jJJl ** w j*2-*j
i L^P LJy ^_ii» J, I \£j*Z ,V^aJl JjO^ j.» l^K cJLi>-
t ^
aJA jl V iJLlI v« *S _/.2ill lis, bJapl jj LJLp *JiJ
Jl Li JjJ ,a il _/.^-l ^M > V,j Vj L»UI ?ti<ij <Lo.>JI
zy£ UJLp Si 111 j^ Xli fevA y-^ &l ~~^ . JI*j" -Oil
yuSC &fj a/I «-L5>l l-'xJ l;;>vjj jJiiJI IJ* ^ lf-
AiT aj *»jli Lf b\i ^ril jl Ua ^^i Sfl <—£
OIJLpLv* /iJLdj aUSsJI oJlA jUfrlyLiJl *-VjA alf ilJJu
C~uJl
py *i . t£j>-\ A*-jJU ill Lj.^JL5j N frl^AflJll <U-i
f-Ldiil OlpjvJl *^>.s£ iv-jJUl Sjlil * y£> 9j~*\ Jo j^
aJlUH $ y*2>^% . *A& jjjJJL U A^oJ-l .aL.XS aU^II J,«
\ijjl Jjl^Jl *-lyii Jl J2^ ^ ./"li ^ J^* /*^ jj**bz~j
oJi.A jl . aJUI SJpL.1I oJA li« J, I A>-1>- ^j*^ **
A) y*b\
-*-jJ\
*ij~> iljJu A^lS'* J*>\.ls» If- ^yyj J^l Sy&\
Jl A^»J A«J>- jjijJ (*-f " j_}^*Jlo -t.^1*^- Il^-I il AJlP
l^jjd aUSJI oJLa Sjbl ^x-iJ jl ^_^. Ul . (jlydl L**^
|p "ayke-j 0«^.« OL^j Ol^*« Jl* f-j -IJ.I IJa Ji*
Ajiii^ oL>-~« Lj 1&JU *m«^ o*>ta>- ^JiJ Ij-ii dJUi
Jl ^l/Wj (£,&* ^1 Jl^ V^" J^ l^lj
Jl ^SjJli <iyJ>- aLU- CjUJ>- \a AaXaj ll ilj*j 4JS
. OL»JL^I oJ.A Jl A>-U-l «~«l> J* ^ill <j|/"' U**.^
^r
u
C i^-Jj I; wfJ.JU>-
51^.1 jl
J>-j
jaI v ^ «ui aljl ^Jdl _^kJil IJla
^»UI jllI *^>Jlll A* A«j>.Jl dJA . (^jil C— j v c
U J I Jvj Aj'I il lr'lj>-l Jz*.* ^.£ 'V Jjif Cjj <^>y
•^ ,jl Ji AJir" j I l^al>- ^ JU£ I ajISj aJI jj^la:;




^J A^j ^jll aJ ^s, Jj ^Jl Ca^iJ ^jVl ^^
«-l:<i]l ^j SJLi /^ <-^-^vi 41l l) • 4-~-^- fr ^j l If: iijl^j
I li JP IXX-^J «.; 3j ^Jii *IJ
L5
j.UI ^i)l ^Jl JSLlI IJLA J J^\
<>ijl iAi -\j AjI^
(
<
Ji>-^ A5wU? ^_lki I Jb JU J.J Alily
aWI Jl »—Jji:J jl *JaI«*) yJiJl IJ.A aI^v-I^j . A-^l l^
Jl Ijpoj ajj^JI jlj^'yi *^^ jl SI Aikp Jbj JU;
>la ^»*>L«ll a^Ip »t».
r^f
II jlJI U» frKAAJl «*y^A sj.pi
AjaP^ » J_ivA.Jl« -^^J 05j ft \jAAill ftNJ& iU*»•1J^1 J^
?t*~ll J..~~JI Ojjl (III AiJail oJ.A . SjvitiJl A^JsJl Jjvj
Oi^j ((t 1^) ^-^^ lJ»X— ^_»iU- Jl C-JlSj ^Sl L^**4» ^
•^ Jjjjl ,a frLaiJl s-VjA . ajjP^ JxJ ^5 aJJLpI^-j ojjl
C-l*«l . AjIj.pI \-« oji2i>-j ( .^) J^.^- L»JL**i \p L*ab





V aJ *iyi\l ^ku-l ii ^1 *UI OJblj
diu V c^Jiii tr^ii ija ji^ i^ jji i^jsJi jp ftis^Ji
Lj *^S^ jl J . oI~> j-^Svj bjJ yj Aj Oliii UUls
(J ^>pI:^ \^ aJj«*>\j Uj «-LSiJl «-NjA a^-Uj ^j ^>.s
(J \jj>j jj . j^TJpL.^ ^J AA^j iiy 11 ^ri;*Sl U,^X-vV
•«ui^ jIij jj^Lk:L Jill jjj$~i jjJH Jlii?*yi
jSCjj . AUl Usjj liT aLiaP^ If- IjJili J^J Ajilj IjJk
?^ 30JU V JlJlil ftl£il lillj *iyi bll
ajIj aaU^- aUj (_£Jl!l U jjii5l IJa Jic ^< U* J5
V aJJI ti)j U* AJa*y LJjJ Jx' V ISU V aJ ^.-J5 SJpL.^
a\o.a^~>- 3jL~>- AjI V ULpI Jl a!^.U» LjJjI Ja*>) J^-i J
JlyJI f Y.
: L« A.ij V ay I <__Jsu~- U i a!/- L^-j
^iU^j jy J* J jl j>jI ^'V J IJLA <J-**J
:L*U>-I
Ul
J LTi Ail L#J ^_i^j ^x3 ^JLII JS\ jA ^.ili
J*ci
^iii j^iJtJI ? o^UJI SL>- Jp j£jl JLpL-Ij
. JaJb La^rJ )^jc Vj c ,*joJ
L-
*^*^>-lj
j*f^ J - <_/«Ul ifjAi J J^ JJ 1 J ^J Ji^. ^ jj"***-* ' ^*" J CfjJ^ iryT^ dX»i»\ £f
,J\
aJl^j tljj ^JUl ^_~vkll J^jJI Jl ^ jUiwb jj
AjLs- (J jl~J jl flllO U _^->- jAj li3"^ ^^r -^J ^—J^
JUll /»*yi .y i_i~a>^l ^p J.pLi (j^l^-l aJU
aJL/
-
ftUti .^ai>-lj JiJ Jl
21 U Lp AjU \-J>-t2 Ji .>-! _^>t^} £ Owiw>- Ux^.^lj
JS" o J» ^ jj> N L« Jp i A^i JJUp Vj aJ o~tfU
\\ 4 JM 1 ^
j r
ISU V *lTi ^ji ^Jill LIa jl^I IS\i *J y Jp >l
j, Ja^l jl JjU-l ISU V NU ^J& ^ ill IJbb j^ jlpl
<Cp jP-j\j>- (P\J CJ*L-Jj IJ.A (J (J^ ^--J jj^9~ L/-^"
. Ij.a jJSJ <—'u>- ^p l^a?- if OJjO-lj >J1~»**» U^"
t jl? VI ja £jJl lift
p.rlii j£ ^Jl jJj c t-Jl^b -^
jA
"
. ^JUJI J**J1 i
l
yX\ /Jill c"t-llaJI /tfl a;I
,
gAl ^J->~ jl~J Jfl JJJd .« ^Pl
SjTij Ojtl oj^ SL:»-I vj J*~> *^ 4>-jj J..SW2.J} 4.*~->-
bl^>- ^JLv- b Od^-j jli c aIx^-'VI (ii)>il \>- Lail >^*j 4iL>- f-^ll iij^u U x-: ^j-i /jui j* . aJl^
UjI^ £_^l J-JuJl Lp (4-**^ J-5 2 ^Jl (J-UsU 4l« J-s^il
^Jlil U-^j *JIp CJLa:>- o^' ^—'i?^"^ • 7c->s.-vaJl (3d^'
(w^-j/ IJi^a (^fli^ JLi aJoI jl ja a ;>» CJ^xj:
c£jl 01 (J^ljl Aj*V jl l^ai^j br^;* J>*>b» ^Ji <j£"
^^Vjj^J-l Jl 41p vrjli o Ul ^JJI J*>U]I^;
:
l^2.>t^ L>ox^s <£f^ c^> 3 iS"; <J>y1-* ^1 ^Ijl 4Jij( Uj
>ciaX~-l i( » jU^alj jjj-w 4jU>- ^J aJJj b ^>-l V« I j^>-
. O l;il _jl U^i l^
L- ui^l Jl jj-u J^^f ciU ^1 V J^l ISU
(Lai I „ 5tHva)l A«j«1I jA . 4j
)
|JLJ L'jJl SLJ-I j^i^J jl
4.' If wUj *i,L U cr 1^ 4jL>- ^j
# Al
AjiJ La L;l l)y^ aI^-V Slfi-I «-i.A (j a^ U Lyti
C /)t^».>-l iU^lj XijS' AaJJ- J^jJI ^>4^ l^^-l^ Ly Uj>-l4J
US^^I ^ IJLa LI/- oLf_j t^xJI L^2.aj ol^- Ls*ai>-I j|j
. 1(-1p Jj^^>^U ^i IS' ^*-^ («5I 3iU~JI
^ V lill, V IML
^ P li^ L. i JL/-I j , 4pliJ J'
*"-.) J;'^ ^ s^-^ o^ fXjiJ
(Jljjl ^ \A
.^kili il .Avail 4*~jJL> k*~j j^i (jJ;L>-l X**p \a\$
2 AJL>e£ A_,*a [i Aj -^3 L- jjii j «J»- 1 \a ^j L>- 1 ,Lp
^Jl JlJl jL<a]\ JjSsj liJDJbj £i[/J~l LftJUj *Jal~J
. JL*a]l (J e£j*^
V ^J'VK tc" SJjJill S^il Sj^ijI iw* (J jjJI jLff
(J jj *4**° ^PJ aJ*j _« IT jll Lij AajAs Xs- i*_ju*J2j\
J ii.« I* j Uj- I .i« C-. j -A*- 1 i»j Lis I jaj i l>tii j (*-\~j-> f'HJ
\>J J jl l^-o.*!? t^~k> }/j IgjC Jjajj l^l^a 3ij>- ^J A^laP
r*JLJb jbr dli-iij LfilaJl^ 8 Li I i.; W IftjUj 4jLk*
JJo^j ^JJl J}J.*a]l ^ftj (jJjJJl JlP A^ls" Aiv? iib.A
Alij Ip oU*JI ^v^J jl (X>" ^—>J>o I jJj Jj£ *>ld *~«>>-l
dili AjLi U jl 1:5 <JloU- JLjA^- UjLp dili ./fkj
OlJI jU l:S vloU- JIjJ.^ lil c dJJi ,Jp Ali«al ^j
^-"^Ip ^Ip J^-
Jj
OUVl jl infill i JLJaXj V iff j^-l
a:>-L« t>/yj l_aL^- jl Uli ljLa]l (ju^j I^jOvj jl A*.jdl
j& aJjAi U jlj . (oJJI) tS^yj "^.j^r\ ^J**i j'
*^U Oj I^Ip [«L>- JjI *fyk*j fr;^ °^AJ **j~ JJ^-^
\* <u>JL ^Jll jUJI •..« a.«1>- au: s-bl ,j ^->J>o V
4Jyi>- kJLj jjJl Xp ^olSol jV t—jJ5" jl &jJj& «-Lil
aJ Lai" ^j 3j\^i*Jl (_£JJ liaJU ?e^^sjj aj .'Li*)]* 4JJI1
/»^S"I l^ajl oJ.^J-1 aIjW j-y . Li:—U j (bl^-i
1^ a;p ^UjJla jJ^Jjj jU-l ^r*1 (J^ AJflilil* eJa^Jl
5JL*J-I JLaj^l A I j^ jl Ja*-^ ^SjJb _^AJL| j^j
tJJl^Jlj jjLdl ^ oj^' 1 ^ 3^. J?' V^' oLU<aJlj
jl o^l^ JLj jl wUj VI ii/u jl >*^-|/u *>\i A*>tvaJla
aj^-Ip «-L/*y jl;]l a jJLJI i^j "Jl JJ^iJI \-»j . 0»ff
i^jjl cjJ.p /»UI (V^Jl (J^Sv* cJaij jl ^t A^ij jli
OtaUll ja jcS ja US aIS' Ua jl . a.1p (_£J£pl




^fU-l jV ^UVl Jl *t**-kj jaJI «jjtj liT IJIaj
. A;* Jj Vj ^J5i
^f l5^' UxJL Jjxi *!j (^jJJJ« . jUtJ-^l^ ^_jLip*yi
^V jlk^Vl O^ lil ^jll yJLJLj dJJJi^ ^j^l aj
l^T»^ Jjci ,^>j *b/l ^^? <—^aJ~l (J Jj J{« ^jLiPi/l C-juj
<»LpNI« Jj^I A^j ^jS>- JUj ^_^2.^j ^U>- Jju y^tis
L.4I2J *^jj L.p4>- L- J^-j U 1^-^.x*! a^~xj.)I j^l>^2.ll
A>cJjCj aJ1>xP a^U ^jjjl , ]p jJy i_A*^ Jjvj LL«.*mJJ
j* Aj yilaj U ^Jp Lyajl ^jJjl J^I^j j . 0y2.nl I ajj^l
^lj Uflill. ^jU-l^ JV>JI ilk** C-;^ iiUl J JUs^Ji
^jL^-|« jY^il J^ jA ^jjJl Aj Zfl I 4 Jj^.dUi ^Pj
ijj\J-\j jVj*Jl J-^2.Jj . AjiUI ji^L^ i_JLpI j ^SC; ^]l
A4j^kt ^Aj jji-^aJl ljZ-4J AjJjJl IfU ^^ 3Jp jjJl JJ.P
(jkij J j^i^J vjj-s?- Jljiil ^Jp
j^all J^Us-L dUij i A^l
aJUoT l^ r«k Jj-?- jVjill Jj-P ASJAj jJ-I J-4 A^ip
i^J>-[^3.i Xj j ft^JJ' A p ki~j (I>- AiJj \p~jj>-
. AJa^-wj oJ^s,^ JjLJ jJa'l
* Y 4 sjM $
^jJLJI Aj (JiU- ^«j IspU jJ~La!l *UjV^ *^^ OJdl
J^kJI IJ.A <J OjJ.5 aJjI j**J <J>j*j H J*J Oj?*^ *—i?^
^ Ijlia APjSj • < Jj V A_lp t-J^« jA U jl) Jjjlxjj
«jj Icta aly iJJiJj wr*ll cjyi J a:« Ju *y aJ ijjLsM
: CjJI IJla JlJlJLiJl JUP
A^I-AjAJUp ( If- ,y l>" /^\c^"l c^ SjIjJI SL>- ~ J
a^^- oil I aU5 Jal^Uyi i;«l/k« aI^U *l^J -*£/ -
JjLS A4 SjJ^*:* aoUI ylip Oils' lLj.Aj~dl JjLy-j A*
~^i ifJLi j\P \^» /»JLflJI (J AAiyiJl Ua^l J, I
I
S>^JJ 4~> jC-
*j? Ja Jj^l (wJyJl ub JSC> aIsl^ JljJ U jVl
aJ
Aj .: JJ <—^~j s-ulj oJ^-J
Lai
-L^lllj jaSv~*.o.l; -A* PJ\-^> J(l aA J
Jk Lf 4Ml
jjl \j,s jl




i^AJwiSu OtfiJl x^la^J dJ.J\Aij Ajl.il*J j'W.U jj^JJ A5.*ll
Jj
4L. T*j>- Sfl c~J U*Ua>-lj LjJU;> total* jV aJ
eJU<2J ^J *^#l l^SsTyj ^ y (Jr ''^'J a:Jill
^o (_^JJI ?-lwaLL Ji^; jl AJUail -^ Lip ^j£
c j^ oL- j jrjrLJl **L~* ^3 owLiil j.p^J Is a» jX»
. Aj.1*1IaLp^?-VI
, t
,i>l,<>Vl A-* ' id^iJ jjiil^ JiiJb
^r 'J ' Oj yWI aJp j\~j I y—A>- i1a>J.p
.« Jjjo jl 1—*j£-
j* Ijikilj Jj^ail jp l^i^l <Ji*-Vl *» OjjyS"
aJjj~jJ ^JoJ 'UJjj-JlL ,^u«>- j/I \)Ai\ij ^^-U^-l^ ,j\^ui4
. Ult JT jjfe Jp ^ jii
j jj i*]i ^_j.y 4*&>-i ^^ ji j>-j <_jil» i"
f-
ji-J> ^1 o^IAj Ajyj aiUj (j ^Ssi» j^p i :>*>Ul ^\Jj
<o Jah^-I Jl 4jJS\j a;* ja ^Jlll <_^i)l L-U 1 L^i
4 fij \P *jljj Aj'LJ dj>-j] l^.>-j *j»\j\\ LU tal^ ? If- OiU^-l
LaU- a**.:^ jlj S,>-li4 ai*% jl) JUl jj^ill *-Lp:>VIj
°j L̂\i la>- i*>ui ji .**; . iju ^l*ji dUJiis
v jii ijla jt^m^i jp jjyii ji t JaU **^m$
A)dJ OL^JJ Ojl^ ^ii t^JJl ?~*>LiJI jA Jj^wll La
A^jf \jj>\'> AJJ^I J^jki ^JUI JU-jJI *l C &&>- J
Jjyll jU i^T^ ^ ! !V ^Ul *lk-j Jp 4jSj*A,
oj^I jjxJ 4»4j.i^ «^i^l ^*>Cs»l \p Jj^l 4>-^j.JL)
y.Ull jUVl dA!i - ^JIWI Sfl ^J ^aiill uLu^L
. ^t-UaJ L *jOJ j A^w (_$ JJI
*—^T.J ^ U^liJj U*Ua>-l rJUjj JJ[/Ji r-jJa^U
A^jJl ^jjl^ Lj^I;Ij LJlcli
Jj
(^>-l ftlk^L IpJ^aJ VI
61JjU j <Jp <_,^-U uUip Li VI C—jJ ^all
jjACoj A>J.^)VI ^P j^jj-lli I ij->- VI LJ pji) . UjLs-
^p f-UJ.ll (j i>JL,Vl oJa lyU^x^x! obLij^lj .^jJ.JI
• b* jj^ lji>- bj^; jl V jt-f^y j*-r^JJ (v-f—«^
Vj Jl-Ai Uj -^a; U l^U^« ^P UjJI \* jS V VUis>l
r
1 ^ilS' 4^.Up A^^JaJl j ly '^1 L-«iJ ( A^J\J x*i2l^J
SiJUdl OJjLJlj 1. Ail;ii| ^Alill Uj ^j: A^iJ C-ijH Jj
Li* ?- Jsjj i w U<3 1 .J U l^^ ~~)£.ji'«i i All Li1 1 «• [;V Ij
. \l\?\>- A..wj£ U
l^j Lx^j aj*>L^j oji L'JjjJ Ulla>t:J a1?-^« LSj
L-siJLi jUVb L^.L«^.l^j^j I j\& ULI Aiai.« .. ^-jjUtiil
Aili; J, I jjXJ U /7J>-I j^Vl oJa J J^j . l^ AiiJi^
. aL>-j Jl^ aUa*]I Lilys Ju I Ac- Uu.pLJ a^sI^
«AiUiJl)) c^x) L^ jr^SQx jl ^: Jil A*UtJl jl
a iUfcJI Ulj w «-L^Vlj ftl^^Sv]!^ s-Lj^iil j.» SU^iLl
juvi i>- jn aJjVi siiasii dJiiJ . oiVij a^i^-vi
Lu^ ^j^; jl Lip ^jf_ SI . aLJI SLi-l Jl^?
\e 4 siM
"y» «L*< K>jL) j 4~uiJJ 4p-Jj liiJjj ^jA+i frUJJ S-l^i? Jl




lJJ.*j jlSj Oy*!l Ail! L-jJU .^icitJl lift jlS" JLoJ
jt^Jajl \4j A^iJ CJLjl (J L2jJUi»j Ll>-I« I; LI OwU;j S*-UjI
jj^j jl. <»l>t^J*>l] SIpJU JiUil j^*~!l lift j^C jl
CuJ jl (^'1 . Oi*jW ^" jr* fl/^^l? jJw^ IjaW-
O^Tij U li[» Jjj.^all LibL-l -Jl V JU «-^t IS'
j*.l\\ U*«*- Ljjli J, I Ou>- lil S^UJI (i a*a2x!I » ^*Jl^
*-Lol Jjo «^«-' US ujI ^^n j ^Jli « .£« IS C~u~; j!
j£ jlS" AilSj yLJ.!! *-Usj4> j ^juta J^Jiliu « A^ii:Sl »
Jl ^**Jb jir^iJl *flljJl jyl jl *Jal*-l jVj«
oUU-l ^\jj j* .jlaJI jl . (, i^iJi i) o
:
^ JLJI
A^a>t-i I^JIp pd- SJLill Aj^UI Ao j\SI APOJJl A„>-j^!l
.aiU*JI» ajIp^II l^.* lyij 151 AjLiaJ «-ljj •.. jjjJUaJl ibu-jl
u>
„*{3-\
uJ|*>-i iSj c jjJ-L iL*Juj S.iU~JL
LS>^4-' dl>-Li> aJI
S^i? aU>JI <JjIji>- "^ Atfiadl aJiA ijiLy jl [«ij*j ,yi^
r-lp.Vl (t-^*j>-j O^-i Jp \yS f-j-*-Vl *LI ^_ipl
jt^JI j*£>J *•*•*»») I A^*_ U (t^ftudl V» «^^Jj 7-lJ)i(lj
dL!l^ U Jl. ^s^l jui-l oi* Jl. pujJI jJU IIa Jl.
5^-1 l~l& ^J j** US L* A**.« A* lftJ.Aj U A*1C jtjL'XS
\^2jH OLa* VI A*Uh~J ilXj V U5jJb>«i JA^-5^ J/jilft
ajUo yl ^p ^L^^l \4 Sj^U^ A^i^.s SjiL Olijl \^»
Av-ljjJl \z*j^ J\j>-\ UJLS" i (i>«^ ij.1^--^' a1»^j AaoI
^v^.,<a)l \* JW! (V^' I—*> Ulji8 , a; t_^fl.) I« A>t*>w2j
Jau^ j^ ^JLtojVl *ib oliJL jl^ll IJIa Jl l^i^j
(J A^iiJl Jj^ AP AiiJl>-« ACJi J- 1 (Jy»!l * JJS*^ I
I^Jal>vJ jl «^*^2.J jj^ \AJ jCjSJ U*«( Lj\>SJ ^J.^3 J
I
tiUW j^l. t ^sUi ii*j>- /pj^JI ju*^.!l lift ^-Lf_
J>-j
aJI fjjiJUaJI lift j* ja uy; Sf ^l^ 1 oj^ 1 ^rJ
alpJ^ .^aju! w^j *i^!l Jl aai^jJ a^ •-« .^^>l^l JLiJl (J
^*j. ui-^iJl „ixj ,*i\—^^*>l!l 4J,^p a^»*>\SI AJjUaJ C-«>t?^j
AJlx.4 bjju JL>-L AJl w Ajikij Aikp Up ^_>t^ J l^xJ.
LS '-J Jl 0-1^
ljj>tS 4)jP- "jA I w\.^jj;» L^a>-li A^lalU
fCJb f v >Ja!l (wJU-lJl \« A^Jail A^ixJl ai.A l^ (i^1^
(i A»ii!l i) *-Lj L'IJjI lift jjxJ Ai ytiJI -jjI^j.!! j.?-I
lift /.-» A^ftj j( jJa)l (+4~"jjj ji^ jlSj «*^J^-I ^i-^2.^j
lift IjL) ^t ... h A-^ii:U )i AjLf" 4*c*j -x! j\»>Jl jpj..*2.!l
AjwL^2.' p j^JaJ '.Pj .PUi.) I \P A*J.j2« S? A.A*i ^j^v2.!I
S*lyi) i^-L >r 'SUIS' *lkil d.l!i ^Uj J^J ^^ OJ-1^
^-j*>lkSI jJjLJuJ Ixju Iiaj (l^*l»* s-UiL-L) SX^aill oLjI




a^!j oL_T ^ir aJ cT >L«ij oLj^I iJUo jloj
I?-. ) U- II A>-jj jir
^_A^a.)
Olia>JUl (J AjUJUj t*I«jj 4s-il a>-jjj oftUil jl . LfAvj
^\Jj w ^>-l aj*>1>- U-j j « oiiyl » j*- Ip A^—j Aa^uLI
• Z}^ ^3J3 j£j& - JJJ J 1:^ 1 ^3J J*
^JU<3 jlTJLiJ.iiLjJI J ^.SCdl iv^ ^JjI Uj ill U
lil aJUII ^A-ijj C~\JI r yJv! aa^-j ,j U JJLj j^-SoI
c IaJLv^ *W*" ^ j«*Ju (^>- jlft^> j I \p IftU** J*j U
4 <>ijji ^ \i
.t.*li s-baiJ^ «-lU ^.pIJj JJUll Iw^l <p~JJ i3jjV
Li IS" JULji S^jlxU jUSVl 7<->„j 3 ij^il f"i?j*^'
^UJI oUJ»li Jjlk; ji cJjU jlcVij jUPNl *&£
iij fr
, c*1 P ' Jj*~* j/j ~L>-aj C^~Jj jiyC* I J.*>-j J U
I
jcsil d)Ii JI <jl»JU*l 0^ Jr4 J^
"
1 ^b
Jo JUL! ( *LiI>-lj <-jJ.Aj eJakjj *_j.il ^J \J2.*j ,t {v** 1
IJ.A ^J J Jj <bU—!lj ^il ->^j i^>- UU.£ IS"
<uu& iijJLJ L*» jjd jl fJ>S\ oji^lJ 'Lui« VI :>~Ua!l
iwJLJaJI^ 2[>-IJIj A^cd.1 J, I jpJj * LgJ IS" . . . Jjsl U *Slj
s-l^Jl yi j ^J *ile-l \~\£'<g'\J!>\) \^a S^ill jj^kljj
\r tjljjl f
» -Li J j^i . . . A»P U/« I-U UAj . L<3 Ji A) I ^_£y j
jUkJI liT Alt rail -bj ^r^CiJ . . iLii-l
5/J (J jLJ^ ... s-lll aj! L*-U- ^-jLJI s-l^j u^f.
\Jzj J.9j . . . ^_^^2J -\J A&Jij*- I Xij*.A [>-\ \A Ap-LJS"
A; .^- .A*j l«- v ,
. ..jljjl A*j)j J ,~^w.HS" A>*,S>^ ... A»UI SyL- AaJU"-!
iJLa jl iip^ <uL>- apjjj a*i*s»j «^j>-j J 5AJi Ulj jJ
«L»xJ )/ Aw>j Aj 4? ... SJUl>- 5*9 ... IJLa P *bJ *b*
aJj^jj JLp ... illiAj ... SJliU-M amI 3j5 ... Ia.'TLL aIj U
. J*>\^2.!l a* ^ <j aI^ ^«.:w.» ^US"-l*; ajLJU-I ^Uli J,l
. . . j\^aX\^ J£>j aSs^Ts a.~j1j
-5— iTjJ iJUA
... 5 Li- 1 (J Ii*Ji , .a ©Ja
. OJIp U U*^>- C~JIp 5/ *• a~*9^
0-A.ftj
. . . C Iv<s»j ^>Jj . . . aaJU-I J,l U^*^ C-j-Uj jl«J
jyj^2.7 Ji ...(jUp J (J.il*~- CJIS'JLaJ ... AjUJI a
. . . JjS^^J *V ai» J,ji JjSj-U aij ... jjid^j N jl
lj ^$JJ aSOj . . . j Jjj ^j ^- L£m«u j I So (ti^*A) -*ij
\^JU62>- J, j 1$pJL« A*.X>- (J A aU~l AJyt^ jl U b
. . . UU J V
aWL jLcVl a; I ...^>-lirA$^« J (jili jj;' lillAj
J* C~*~U jU^I ... jJ~l Ji.Pjil jA ^JJI dJ^PjJ AiiJI^
. . . j^^fiLi^ v JLjjI
J.« j>^j jUVl ... 4»l^ll 4PJPJJ V (^ ill jUNl
li a jo \JJuy J]\ o^iS^Jl oOa ... J*^^i]l oUUr-
d\U [S\j JaiJ J, 1sl. C-*J lr l JL^pI Jll» ...Oj^aJl
... iLiJ-l tljj f-l*- LSo
... c~*^" U ^apl JJai«-j CJlTJi)
j* O^^lj C-^*y.^ i3Lh^; i(l tjj-v^ ^>ljl Ic;5*^
^^J jl Ajl JLA^jJj & JAM! g*£-
... <-UJ dA*^ JL« aJU ijpU ... ?- j^- *^ : Jli
... *U1)I J_^j ^^« jNl Ulj
i^u- ... j^i o^ji jjji T^u bi> jir H
lop a^Jj jjVi s^jj a^£- ujup opJi (^j^r
^Py_ ^jJlTLaLC t^>-l CjI^-4 (J A>J^ \jUs- U^Ij' l^L«
... y-jSv^lfia-lA (J A^sLJIj IJ^SJj IjcOj iaAJ f Jj j J
-b>-l Ji A^U^ (j^if C~ilJ» Oj^aJl IJLa C~*j^
^SOj . . . UJUJoi$^ j*y c L .l j*yi Jli
<r
SUJ-I ajISU- ... Ulji« iljil J. lrpl Ji \J \a CjHj
• • • ''y^yj ^)f^\)
dJU^* J^J ^^ •" ^^-.tf'l 1^1 CJl (Vl ,v aJL-
Zil A*aJi!l . . . I^p^-j C~«~U- liLU Jl Availl . . . A^ill
l^pl J SL>- C~^>pj «Aj-^- ^y OaL>- ... l^^- ajj
f-JLil 3il;l Os-Li ; Jli ... aL» J Vj Aki J V
Aoljl 0*Lij ... I ij>-J jli£ j[j bjS' f-J-j jl jjJlSJl
C A*zAi?J JVJ ftldJ^ 0^U^« ^*^ r-" 3U>-I (_5 j*S\J jl
jl jLjVl I^Sj-^j J Z«So- jjls-l jV* Ojj^aJl OwIa ^5j
/ft^- j^>-l ^-*>*J /J JLj J I ... y-l~—> -L^aZjj L^SjJj -^9
Jj t-ULljl jib ^jjJj (X>- a^U^JL J.iL \jj -iJI (_^j
. . A*>UaJl (J iaJ>xli I?- J>^l ^*-*® jJLioUVl
4 J 1^ 1 £ \ T
JL**>UI s-^jA jlSji J-l ytjJl \P Al« j>~JC+JJj 4jJb£
^Lto p.^~* C-Ijj Aiydl Lu« 3
'
d^3 jl objti jjP~b_ 2
\a Aijh\ U . JiU;U $ j.J>j» l^i jL 4*?j'i IS" Jju
... ! <*jj V« 4^>-l [aj Jwb>-
c
IJ-* (J-L$"b^' f>^ lV4 ^pL <r<2*J J^ AP-U" aJ ^<aAi
^j^l Jyj J;>JI J^t O^" 2£U j (_rJbf l\S" jS^JI
«1C J *,o„*JI » js.^JLi U Uwb*-I Jibj . *-L^2>-l A~^aU
U~«Jbi- A JUII iJ/uj OxJl I^flj jlS" yclil .y (U*^
. A) LSI L,lp «daJo AP-^j L'L>-I b'Jb-l If- yilaJ . b'^xijj
AbaP u« Jo .^al**J . >>-! UL>-i bv»**- Lip ^^a^l^J^
Jl^.7 iili Xp . 1^- jlabj ^^ Jj'*" ^p ^ IjLalpI
aJJ C->rJl IJIa Jj . i_jU- JS"^ ^U^IO ^IS" Aip
-/*"* u^ C-? J1^" ^ i*^ ^" '^ai • ^ *^ Uj.aj U
; o-Ljj OLI w/J .j , c, ,,«.*]
jo».va)jj j^onJIj A»lJdl y»
yJuJIj
(3
JJ_? ' i) $






/JI, .*5jP 4^ JLsM
f
JVI dL'lapl Jl dL. Jljj
,.a>-
IfJ
J'yj ^jj\ J*^5*- -^-fi-J 4*>- a*] <L) yJl Ail] I jl I
. . . ! \Sj "^ aJP I [aj <L> LA>- v> l^*J I li .
C J>*J Jl>" (V* ^*s J.J (lip \a ISsJ i^,?^]! ^4l J * *^-^
olyUI JA: ^Jl j] . dJUJb i^yiJl U C^;^ ys"
ojj^a; J,l III rL>tj: SJiJlp UI^S"i> Jia^*- J-» j Lai]
I
. . .
^»jjl /»L)I U»-l * j^l]^ SjiiiJI /»U \p AjiMJ
4j -JjJl
(
r-^i] A^o IpU^" jl J.j V *^.:.ilS" iv-jJllU
C-»Li^S"i IjSsa w ULil^-^j 4aj15 iJ ^_^-ljj l^j ii^9
ojliJ
^Jp




<U LL :xll a^ IJU ^/!
«1Cj l^*>l>- 31^5 A*-;Jill ^ AjjIS »LI (^i*!
• L$*'l
4>^ ^^ vj y I C-aJI IJvJ> JjXi jb j Ju>- I Jwlftj L
•—-j/* Oi^- (j-""5^ b* >>-—*v2.j jl Jxj ^*^;Ji« j^Ip! jy-
Ob ^S Jul \^ A-aJ>- 1^4 C,^JJ^^I j^.^ ,i-~^ » >4^l V^
«.m li" Uiyl ij^.—!l IsjjJuWS' aaj1~\ oi^ . s^kx]i
^^Vb w ^t—^Ij CjJ«»- lr lSj L^ulsj J.Al-il S%Lil JiAj
^-jJlil aj^p ^j aJ JjvJ-l a:^l ajj J, I ^jjllv« j^w
.^>X ^>-l yulJI jl JjAj iu*« j(l . Jt^JI ^J f
- 5^V p
aJL~^» aJj Ali j ,^i;!l ii^j . ^_li!l jlTjl jr_ \,a*-
XaJb U jl A>t^- AM\£ iilail
(
r^-*JJ . aJLj'I OLa»jj
jJ.^]l J-L- ^P Ijoti \j \ yJ^> J^*j J A^li]lj jjj]l
*^.lp Jj^jiJ
jl U jS^]j . J;^^-J ^-J^ JA Aj US" U (J, I ij*Jj ij«
(*.^;lp i^jij 4i?JJ^J *AJJ^ • Jj^.l'' **J L_^»b jAj
Ja,LI k ^









_/ -Vl I Oj oca
J Ax 1 J\J .JS>*
^~JI jTj^ u~^>. ujVI














J~-j -L»^ J^u* u
jiiajl ^Ul Js«^J


















^>~JI Jj y jP j-u)
-Pi.~JI U-I~>1* O/ j j
^•<i_Jl oljJjU J a5sj -S


















£•»—Jl ^-~S Lo ^i-U-
^-Jl ^jl-U j jJ
_f-&*«jjl < ja--a ija>-
^j~i" d? J> c^J—jIj;-'
^jCj—aJI ^u J^j
-p4-«jj I ^-^-! b J J^l
J^a**uJ I C-*UU tw3j *>-













2* w c t
J^>- (Jj i 5LJ-I J5"Li.-> U-j Ar Ui (JlyJI ijLMi tjo-flijj *—>j-U iiJJu 4.;!$" OU jl J.:^ CJli -is 4i*j JjJMj
SiLS *Pj il J.*j 4 JS' [Jil~A juJj AP VjJ—* i^aJx-tJl Ua ;>*w?I J}l^*)l J J/uP^jJI s-bVl ,~A>; ^j-aP -\i« jM|«
. 49yd lj k*.*J)\j J'^xJl r-jl-U J Ip'bl
.cJftj^'l aIs^ ^J J^i'Ij *-U-JL dJp ,-,£ jl <J,UJ J.y.1 « <J\>-[;j J^L-Jl a^^^I^] ^ jjJU w p^aJI
jUUall ?JU ^>jIp jlJI
.^».^o.Xj I ,M LP -i_.~J I
^3jIp Jl£jl jlp jlJI
(j^^JI jfli r/!l JLp jlJI
?JUaJl r-y J—Si
4*>- ilj« JL*Jl
**Jl jiv? -JU J.J
I
-ojIjlp oaI.jI ~i».» jl-JI
•UNI




^~L*JI JU jl^-I jl









SMs •T- .9 .X**J
Jl ~Lp
^~« ûJ,>v9 \ a^SOJ
jiP ilj«
043 JuJ
JlM^J ?U^ j-^2.A* J 4a^ wU
^ju* ^u. uir jlj
^ ^^^l Jw JL«J
j«> J U Ju~J
J1JUI Ojyt jlJ
JLjUl wU^ jlJ
<uS\.« wL^- j aliJJ
3^.->.. ,^^« J J':So]
^lyl ^Jvf« Ju~J





(_)\{*J »J Li JLwJ
^p J^U? jj:SjJ
ui • I ?JU? JL*« JvpUiII ^
,iLu
4o »d L^3 wL~J
IU» jlJ
i^^wi?-' (_£ j.*& -L.
s-UaiJl kails' Jl?-I ^Lp JU
^jliil A- 1 „U r-U-
^jl«ya,J j(l j^~>- ..--Lp JL%J
f-jJjU jUU jlp jlJ
Jjl^all (j^-J-l -Lp JLJ
£^ jj^Ji -Lp JL*J
^sj^ijl (J[;yl -Lp >L*J
ji \*}\ J^p Jv*.J
:T fJ>S\ JLp jlJ
jJL^LI JJU^I oukUIJLp JLJ
jj^al* v_Jfl-Jal]l -LP jjISJJ
yl ^iUI ~Lp J 1
il^p ^iUI J-p jlJ
^Li ^UjJI j~p jl~J
jU-^ iwjUjJI j^p m «J
JJLW Jp JLp JwJ
Jip ^ Jv^
.k-Lp L^i»\i JL2*j




cJfl.J -i <J*J>}' J*~)
c_*'L5l JL^I JL*Jl aIj'Ip








jl/ab p> j^*- JL*J
\jJol jJvs^ (^Jv?" Jv^J
jLfjU dL^-l^ wLJ








~-li f„J&\ ^f; J^j^ *-^i SiL*-
B^



